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IMPORTANT

IN AMERICAN HISTORY

The following are Important, events
in American history. ne anniversary
t Peatofflca for trrnmbAm throuch tha of which falls up n yesterday, today
uula M Mtond clu matter.
and tomorrow:
July 13
1584
Sir Walter Raleigh lands on the
Island of Wocokon, and, taking
It Virginia,'
possession, name
after the virgin queen.
Pe'quot
Indiana defeated and
1637
oy
onnecxcui
overthrown
Officii! Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque..
settler.
1787
Federal government perpetual
fcmdsM Prat sflwoit Dlipitctte.
ly abolishes slavery lr the ter'
Urptl City ltd County Clrciilitlea.
ritory north of the Ohio.
Tat Isrettt Nrw Kexko Clrctilitlon.
British Minister burned in ef
lrr1 Nnrthtat Mnrni Circulitltw. 1810 figy
before the door of his lodg-in- a
Albany.
in
SUBSCRIPTION:
OF
TCMM8
I5.0O 1832
Henry M. Schoolcraft discovers
br nil. on Tr hi aaTlBC
r!??
.W
....IfcilT by lmL. pr month
the source of the Mississippi.
V stair
- uf mil. ona
U. S. navy,
1854 Captain Holl ns.
bombards San Juan de NicarDmily by Carrier. 60c per month
agua, to avenge alleged thefts
Turn Evnnm CmritH will b d1t red In th
and insults.
My at tha km tat of 20 tfiiU rr wvrk. or lor 60
1864
New York City in the handc of
pc month, whwi paid monthly.

Straw Hat Bleacli

Bites Hide Knot

on Application

fw

br notlfrtn n
will eanfor
ry m m imwr.
wamcdwtely aa any non-of- n
ba addramd to
An Imm and lamittanw ihouW
it-it- a.
Tub CmuH Puhlipriwo Compukt.
monay oroVrs
pcetofllea
and
niTte
tbiraa.
Mat ba Bad payable to tba ardar of th
ampany.

Baaaeribe

1865
1890

July
1542
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Colorado

Automatic 183
X

i
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X-

-x-x

-X

X

X

xx

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

17E8

1796
1798

x

x-x-

-x-x-x

-x-1

1853

CANANEA WILL BE MADE

A MILITARY
POST
As a result of. the labor riots and
I4oot!shed which broke out in Cananea
un Jure 1. among the Mexican employes at (he Cananea Consolidated
Copper company's big copper mines,
Cananea will be made an army gar
rison post and one of the largest mil
lary strongholds in northern Sonora
of Military
The recommendation
Oovemor Luis E. Torres of Sonora to
this effec: has Just been aprpoved by
the war deranment in Mexico City
nd 1 (0ii .Mexican troops will be
there ac once.
of troops have been
Four
In Cuia:ren eei since the outbreaks
aud tnir, nirabfr will be Increased 10
the numb'. I -- ft.eu

1862

moba.
Museum

ft

burns
Barnum's
New York.
One hundred lives lost in a
clone at St. Paul.

MADE

SOLD ONLY

THE

BY

i

In

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.

14

and

ALVARADO
i

t

First

PHARMACY

A Gold Ave. Both Phones.

040000000Cr

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full 8et of Teeth
$6
Gold Crowns
$1.50 up
Gold Filling
50c
Painless Extracting

July

ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

-

1742
1763

1769

15

corter arrives at Vera

Cruz.

Peace made in Massachusetts
with the Narraoansett Indians,
The Soaniards retire from an
attack on Savannah.
All of the English forts in the
west, captured by Indians, except Niagara, Pitt and Detroit
Governor
Bernard prorogues
the Massachusetts general court
because it refuse to make pro.
vision for the support of British

PROMOTED TO POSITION OF
TRAVELING FREIGHT AGENT
Harvey Eversole has been appointr.oldiers.
ed to the position of traveling freight 1779 General Wayne recaptures fort
gent for the southern district of tne
of Stony Point, on the Hudson
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe with
river.
Jieadquarters at. Oklahoma City, and 1788 Georgia cedes all her western
dube has left Topeka to take up the
lands to the federal government.
ties of his new position. Mr. Ever- - 1863 Draft riot in Boston, Brooklyn,
sole has been chief clerk in the office
and other cities.
of V. C. Garvey, the Topeka freight 863 President Jefferson Davis, of
'acnt.of the company.
the Southern Confederacy, isHe entered the Santa Fe service
sues his first conscription
when but 17 years oid as a number
taker in the yards, and has advanced
one step at a time until he was ap
pointed to the position of chief clerk LETTERS FROM A
in the Topeka office a few years ago.
Harry Wilson, who has been tariff
SELF-MAD- E
PACKER
clerk in the freight office has been
appointed to the position of chief
TO HIS SON PERCY
clerk to succeed Mr. Eversole.

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
WANTED.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
WANTED For Arizona. 2 good cant-hoo- $2oo. Loans are quickly made end
men, u a day; 3 men to chop strictly private, 'lime: One month
and pile brush, f.50 a day; a lath to me year given. Goods remain in
sawyer.
3.00 a day; 3 lalorers, your possession.
Our rates are reason
$2.50 a day; board, . a week. AbraCall and see us before borrow
ham x Employment office 11'" West able.
Ing.
Silver avenue.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED 10 pohI miners; 43c per Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
mine car. Vein 6 feet. Pick men
only. Abraham's Employment ofRooms 3 and 1 Grant Bldg.
313 West Railroad Ave.
fice, 120 West Silver avenue.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED A first ciass, double entry
Open Evenings.
gentleman bookkeeper. Address P.
O. lock box 148, giving address.
CARDS
r
in PROFESSIONAL
WANTED Klrst-clas- s
general merchandise country store;
must speak Spanish language; call
LAWYERS.
or address, Simon Stern, Albuquerque, N. M.
Ira M. Bond.
WANTED Competent, girl for gen- ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 P street
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
eral '.otisework. JH'6 West.. Railroad N.
copyrights, caveats,
lands, patents,
avenue.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second band
R. W. D. Bryan.
elerhing. No. 513 South First street,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquersouth of Viaduct. Send address and que,
N. M. Office, First National
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Bank building.
WANTED Saleswoman, young; must
E. W. Dobson.
lie experienced and aule to speak
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office.
Spanish. Only parties with all
block, Albuquerque, NT. M.
qualifications and capable, need apply. Wriie and send references
DENTISTS.
to the John Becker comDR.
J. E. KRAFT,
pany. Helen. N. M.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 13 and Di, Grunt block, over
SALESMEN WANTED.
the Golden Rn'e Dry Goods company.
WANTED Salesmen to cover New Both phone.-:- . Appointments made 'by
.Mexico with staple line. High com- mail.
missions with $100,110 monthly adEdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
vance. Permanent position to right
30
Railroad Avenue
man. .less. 11. Smith Co., Detroit,
On

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Itll'teT? fillip

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM MO BUILDING.

Mi
af

Extends to depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits

and

officers and directors

Luna, President; W. S. Strlcltler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Solomon

book-keepe-

.

1530
1675

new Mexico

k

cy-

Giovanni Verranzano claims for
Franc the coast from Delaware
to Nova Scotia, and calls it New
France.
The old congress ratifies the
constitution framed by the convention of state.
The Connecticut western reserve in Ohio, first occupied1.
Congress passe the last of the
alien and sedition law.
Commodore Perry secures an
interview with the Mikado
with the result that the
policy of the Japanese government I changed.
Senate vote to admit West
to the Union.
Great railroad strike, extending
over most of the northern
states, begins.

iiauaugiaj

-

ALBUQUERQUE

Tele-iCL.i-

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or:
emrioytmnt
of any kind, phone:
call or write Abraham's Employ-- 1
ment office, 120 West Silver ave-- :
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
Auioniatic. 37i; Colorado. 289.

OVER WITH A 15c PACKAGE.

va

1877

DE

CAN

HATS

SIX

r

P DUOJ il F

T

LIKE
THE
TURN
NEW; DOESN'T
STRAW YELIX5W. FIVE OR
LOOK

HAT

pan

and yu can rely upon It, a w have not failed before, tnat your
money I not thrown away We have also rented hundred of house
y OMf wnt ade, a well as sold nearly everything w have advertised through them.
i
Western Unloa r Postal
AT
the
1? J
Ml
T. messenger
C frfcph offices for an A. D. files,
or tele- boy. and send your ad with the Casta to The Citlisn
pho'n dlisct. or call, and tfca ad will appear according to your wish.

AN OLD STItAW OR

PANAMA

-.-

anti-dra-

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

One Cent Per Word Insertion

MAKES

14. 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
mfl
If o, we on stent e il for yo by
want d. in The Evening Cltlzia. It only cots

BO

PERFECTION

Weekly by

JULY

SATURDAY.

EVENTS

The Citizen Publishing Company

mitt
Utm Using

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

TV.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUCQUBRQUX, N.

ML

.

BARTENDER IS AN

ALLEGED EMBEZZLER
Charles Smith, a bartender who arrived in Raton about a week ago from
Pueblo and who secured work in one
of the local saloons, wns arrested the
other morning by Deputy Sheriff

asd Dtrsetssw.
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLM
.

Snowden Hiid lodged In the county
ial!. Undcrsheriff Tim O'Learv of Pu- blo arrived later and took Smith
back to Pueblo with him. Smith was
Mich.
Office will be closed until
nanclal secretary of the Bartenders'
Is
alleged
JULY 23rd
Protective association and
FOR RENT.
have collected an amount of dues,
H
house,
room
brick
FOR
RENT
PHYSICIANS.
in the neighborhood of $30, and then
3o7
South
modern conveniences.
Heil to Raton.
DR. R. L. HUST.
Second R'treet.
Office, ,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Stops ilehing instantly. Cures piles. KOK hh.N I Furnished
room,
inTuberculosis
treated with High
eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives,
quire at No. 23o North Walter street. Frequency
Current and
Electrical
erpes, scabies Doan's Oointment.
Newly
roemis,
REN
furnished
f
FOR
Germicide. Treatments
given each
At any drug store.
at the Minneapolis house, with or day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
per
housekeeping,
$1.25
without
nurse in attendance. Bofh 'phones
"How dare you kiss me?" she hiss
N. M.
week, Albuquerque,
ed, stretching herself to a ueight of
msDR. W. G. SHADRACH.
for" light
TOR RENT Two-rooanother ir.ch.
to Eye, Ear, Nose
housekeeping, at $12 per month. Practice limited
Dare.'' he repeated. "You don't
and Throat.
No. 2Q4 North Walter street.
blnk I'm afraid of a few germs, dft
Oeculist and Aurist for Santa Fe
you?
FOR RE.-.Two furnished
rtonia
lines. Office, 313
West Rail
LAS VEGAS NEW
one
light
housekeeping;
also
for
road avenue.
A Trag'e Finish.
Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
Paris. July 1, 1900
room suitable for men.
furnished
to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to
Hours:
neglect permitted a
A watchman's
Before 500 persons, one of the most Dear Percy: Your letter telling that
Address. 517 South Br:adway. Mrs. p. m.
representative audiences which ever the formaldehyde trust had raised leak in the great North Sea dyke,
H. E. Rutherford.
which a child's finger could have stopAssembled in Las Vegas on any occa prices
UNDERTAKER.
has interrupted a long round of ped, to become a ruinous break, de- FOR RE., l Large, cool rooms for
sion, the recently completed home of
light housekeeping; rent reasona- Auto, 'phone 316.
Hol- province
vastating
of
an
entire
you
not
pleasure
as
can
even
such
Colo.. Red 113
Y.
Vegas
M.
was
C.
A.
Thurs
Las
the
ble. 324 West Railroad avenue.
Mc- A. BORDERS.
day night formally dedicated to the imagine, notwithstanding the fact that and. In like manner Kenneth
bath,
A
house;
RENT
FOR
Commercial Club Building. Black
youth and manhood of the Meadow It took you seven year to niake a Iver, of BJeeboro, Me., permitted a
electric light and other modern conuntil a
cold to go unnoticed
and White Hearse, $3.
City and its tributary interests, says college course calling for only four, little
624
Tijeras
veniences.
West
raglc finish was only averted by Dr.
the Optic.
ARCHITECTS.
He writes:
never was much on description, King's New Discovery.
The speakers of the evening were
three-rooof
gave
up
FOR
die
me
to
RENT
at
The
Three
house
doctors
Percy,
any
I
spend
Lathrop,
general
so
wen't
de
solic
time
Hon. Gardiner
F.
V. O. Walllng- 814
South Arno street,
$12 per ford. W. Spencer and
Inflammation, caused by a ne
itor for the Santa Fe railway; George scribing my six weeks here. Besides lung
building,
Barnett
R?oms
month. Address, Highlands. Citizen Albuquerque, X. M. Both 'phones.
D. McGill, international railroad sec I think it much wiser not to write too glected cold; But Dr. Kings New
my life."
Guaroffice.
retary, tmd James G. McNary, presi much for you are on of those fool Discovery saved
best cough and cold cure, at
CIVIL ENGINEER.
dent of the board of directors. Chair ish toys who carry their letters In anteed
Trial
druggists.
i.00.
FOR SALE.
50c and
all
building
man E. I Browne of the
their pockets, and theres' no telling at bottle free.
J. R. Farwell.
committee presented the keys of the what minute your mother may take it
FOR SALE Gentle riding or din
Room 23, X. T. Armijo building.
new home to President McNary with into her head to lo:'k for Interesting
ing pony.
The London tailor who is coming
Call between 9 a. m
a. few fitting remarks.
These were reading matter.
over here to design new uniforms for
South
and noon. E. W. Fee,
MINES AND MINING.
received with an appropriate re
Firs; Btreet.
Now as to the formaldehyde bust the United States army so the men
spouse, after which the audience rose ness:
ou go to New lork at once will look swell should be allowed to FOR SALE Yemng Jersey cow, fresh AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
AND
and repeated in unison the solemn and mtihe for the trust headquarters use General Shaffer f r a model.
North Fifth street, nortn of Moun
swords of the benediction.
ALL MINING STOCKS
Don't go to any of the side shows but
tain road.
DEALT IN BY
push through tlie main entrance and
TAKE A PLUNGE
OR SALE Belgian hares and fancy FRED. J. STEINBERGER, 37 Bunk
RANGER DAVIS IN A
tn the
the Big Noise. Hand It to him
120 North Walnut street.
rabbits.
FIGHT AT PHOENIX locate
Block.
SWIMMING POOL.
good
stiff. Tell him you have no
gasoline en Denver
Ranger Wayne Davis and former wish and
Colorado.
Open Daily, FOR SALE A
in his business and 504 North First Street.
interfere
to
Palmer,
complete.
gine, all
Deputy Sheriff Walter Card had an are not attempting to say what the
J. F.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
NOTARY
5ol North First street.
PUBLIC.
encounter on Washington and Center market price shall be, but that you
streets in Phoenix that other night won't pey the raise. It s you for
A handsome Hardman
FOR SALE
D.
K.
Thos.
Maddison.
that was witnessed by several spec
ROUGH DRY
We do it right.
piano, in fine condition and almost
or you'll start an opposition
Office w it'll W. B. Cbllders, 117 West
tators. The encounter was stopped rebate
new, at a bargain.
For particu- Gold avenue.
company. I don.' know whether for Imperial Laundry Co.
ttefore much damage had been done, maldehyde comes from a mine or bub
lars, call at this office.
NOTICE TO SUM- .bat loth men struck a couple of blows bles out of the ground
VETERINARIAN.
like oil. Yon
FOR SALE A"
WANDERERS.
MER
i
and hehn clinched and rolled over
new;
find out and tell 111 in that last yea
siiotgun;
reled
bran
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
the gutter lefore being separated
never bas been used: one of the
father ran onto a formaldehyde prop
Have The Evening Citizen forOffice, 424 North Second street.
Card, It is said, was raising a dl erty
emergency
of
The
an
Call
at
Citizen
makes.
such
best
to
meet
Just
when
to
address
warded
jour
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
turbanee, wuen Davis attempted
flee for particulars.
this. Say tbat if it comes to fight
you go away on your vacation.
quiet him, but he showed fight. Th as
Residence 'pheiue, Auto., 747.
we'll develop the property, and in ad
subyou
up
now
paid
If
a
are
ringer, not desiring to bit him with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to supplying ouvselves we'll sell
HAIR WORK.
scriber, please let us know when
a gun. undertook to cope with Car dlllon
Also
It to every packer in Chicago.
you
paper
forwarded.
order
the
Department
of the interior. United
wita the weapons that nature gave remind hhn that we can use boraclc
Switches, puffs, etc., made to order
and alito let us know if you de
States Land vffice, Santa Fe. New fr::m
him, hut the encounter had not pro
combings. Call Monday and
place of formaldehyde If
sire It stopped at your home ad
Mexico, June 29, 1906.
gressed far enough to be called a fight ac'd.In
to a pinch.
dress. Be careful to give post- given that the fol Tuesday forenoons. Mrs. H. E. Ruthhereoy
is
Notice
an cmes
when the nun were separated
When I get home I will hunt up Tom S office, hotel or street address, in
lowing named claimant has filed no- erford. 517 South Rroadwav.
Card was led away from the spot
Lee,
used to live on a farm abou
all cases.
tice eif his intention to make final
It Is reported that Card was abu half who
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
my
Tom
proof in support of his claim under
Ing Davis when the fight started. Card was aa mile fromcuss father's.
I
a genius
scientific
and
o
17
of
Marcn
act
sections i; and
of ihe
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
left the spot with Deputy Sheriff Cun
Mr. Bambini, at her parlors. No 3, 1S91, (20 Stats., fcolt, as amended
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse At Co.
ntngham. after the melee; but was bis way. but of Icourse he wasof imprai
him
last
pre
liPird
when
ticsl
and
is
avenue,
2o9
e
Railroad
West
21,
(27
February
engines a specialty.
Gas and
by the act. of
lif3,
not under arrest. The two men, Da- was a chemist In Philadelphia makpared to give thorough scalp treat Stats.. 4701. and that said proof will 9o ; West Railroad avenue. Autovis and Card, were formerly good ing
about $25 a week. Down on the ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.-li11)aile i.fore the prol.aKe eUrk at matic 'phone, 79.
friends, hut what nas come between
Tom was always experimenting bunions and lugrowine
nails. She L 's Lunas. N.
m the loth day of
them could not be learned, there be- farm
1
recall that he gives massage treatment and manicur- August, 19ib. viz., Jaceibo Chaves, in
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
ing an effort to keep the matter quiet. with chemicals and
a process of preserving meat that ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of i he heirs eif Juan M. C. de
It is said, however, tha? the trouble had
em 09 inn d a of complexion cream builds up the Chave., deceased, for tfie S. H. C. No.
once
Tom
H. R. WHITING.
our.
beat
was provoked by Card.
Ijiece of mutton so it lasted seven skin and improves the complexion, 428, lots 1 and 2, In sectiems 25, 33 No. 119 South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK WARE- years, and I recall that he said be and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. and 3t', township 7' nort.i, range 2
Albuquerque, N. M.
Department of the Interior, could embalm a whole slicep by his She also prepares a hair tonic that east.
HOUSE
Examiner and abstracter of land
oflice of Indian affairs, Washington, uroiess for 4 cents. It was thraugh cures and prevents dandruff and 'hair
He nanus the following witnesses
that I learned how falling out; restores lite to dead hair; to prove his actual continuous ad- titles, including those of Spanish and
C June 27. liofi. Sealed proposals, Tom's
plainly marked on the outside of the to soften lone sj tnat It couid be removes moles, warts and superfluous verse possession of salu tract for Mexican eirigin.
enveltpe, "Proposals, for Warehouse. worked into sausa ;e and how to dis hair. Also a face ixwder, a freckle twen'y yeirs next preceding the surPRIVATE LESSONS.
Albuquerque, New Mexico," and ad- guise the taste of the common corn-- cure and pimple cure and pile cure. vey of the tjwnsnip, viz.:
Will be given in Spanish. French
Jo-- c
G. i navez, ef Valencia, N. M.;
dressed to the Commissioner of In- c;b so it could be passed off as bone- All of these preparations are purery
vegetable compounds. Have! Just ad- Jesus Sanctiez y Alarid, of Valencia. and German, alst in public hig'i
dian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will less chicken.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment N. M ; llregoi-JTerms reasonable.
Oh, yes you misht say to the
Aragon, of Valencia school brant-.Tebe received at the Indian office until
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS,
trust that if forced we will of Kcalp, face and cure of wrinkles. .V. M.;
2 o'cloc k p. m. of July 31, 1906.
of Peralta,
for
Saudie,
Library
Business College Rooms,
to Washington and ask the com- It is also used for rheumatism, pains N. M.
furnishing and delivering the ncesBuilding. East Railroad avenue.
ssry materials and labor required to mittee on ways and means to put and message
Any person who desires to protest
o
construct and complete a brick ware formaldehyde on the free list. Tnat
against in allowance of caid proof,
The picnic oaskcta fcr sale at th or who kn.
FORMULA.
DR. VAUCAIRE'S
house with freight elevator and elec ought to make 'em sit up and take
wa oi any substantial rea
company'
(tor
Henry
Mcintosh Hardware
by
Mrs.
Recommended
son unde r the laws and regulations of
trie light, at the Albuquerque school. notice () course, we can't lose in are
parties
indispensable
four
for outing
New Mexico, in strict accordance with this thing. If the woist conies we
the interior department why such Symts, to develop tbe bust from
plans, specifications, and instructions can raise prices 2 cents f r every
proof should uot be allowed, will be to six inches. Guaranteed to be made
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
The forgive, n an opportunity at the above from pure Galegal Extrict.
to bidders, which may be examined cent Increase In the price of formal
a
has
tonic,
but
general
mula
is
a
crossto
place
at this office, ibe offlres of be t it dehyde but the formaldehyde trust has Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
and
nitntion'd time
U perfectly
t tfec: iinon the bust.
Albuquerque, New Mexico; the been growing very Impertinent for the
A home made door, with trimmings, examine lie witnesses oi sain claimal the Alvarado
For
New Mexican, Santa Ke, New Mexie'o; last two years, and it makes me sore. for $1.25.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal harinbss.
pharmacy.
We are making window screen all of that Mii, milled iv claimant.
the Republican, Denver, Colo.; Ike It has vot It Into its head that a packMANUEL R. OTERO.
Arizona Gazette. Phoenix, Ariz.; the er can't do busiuess without
mortised together, and as strong as
Register.
.
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
Builders and Traders' Exchange, al
Ill admit it would
that
Omaha,
Milwaukee, Wis., St.
us, but every neiw and then screen door.
or
Paul. Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.; the I think of sending out some meal with will outlast any door shipped in here
REAL ESTATE
friEN AND WOMEN. -I- NSURANCE,
SA$fJlSto-United States Indian warehouses at no foi iimldt hyile on It Just l show from the caRt, together with trimI
for t Jlurl
5 ir I
J
rUDLIC.
NOTARY
mings, for $1.25.
Ohb airo, Iii St. Louis, Mo., New York, those fellows It'B possible.
fi.tiom.
f F llt,tLVI
Ov.i.Di,
ul .r.tioua
Vi
hop made fjfr
tiuii, i.b
We make the regular
N. Y Omaha. Neb., and at the school.
Your affectionate father.
Albuquerque
5,
Block.
Room
Cromwell
screep doors hat have always cost,
apply to
Fezr" tor; her information,
K Itomto..
JOHN BEKFH AM.
l'.inie-- , .l.d Du ..trip
Mt
aNSCHM:i il r
Automatic Telephone. 174.
heretofore, $2.00 to 12 25. for $1.50.
ir f"-- ' uuCharles 11. Dickson, supervisor In
Cmcmiitli.c Sta fcolj by Drutst.ta.
Chief Justice Fiiuer's daughter was
C.
charge, Albuquerque, New
6UPERI0R LUMBER AND
inarrie-Hie other (lay to R. F. Mason.
PLANING MILL CO.
. Larrsliee, Acting Commissioner.
rpa,a, lot
?
If you ..ant results in advertising
tl I t till,rirtt-Mtf'lM
.'.'.' J.
nr l.nttli-He may be loyal ti his lodge but b;'s I
an Evenin? Citizen want ad.
try
work
A
tbe
a
Citizen Want J does
Cltl7en Wfaut adg bring result.
nu longer a free Mason.

FRANK MeKEB

... .A.
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Authorised Ospttat
Paid Up Cpftal, Surplus and Profits
Depository tar Atehlsoa. Topeka
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ALBUQUERQUE. X.

M.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

$100,000.00
0,000.00

2
0

t

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 1E, 1904.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank cince its organization:
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

at
at
at
at

the end of the first day

the end of
the end of
the end of
at the end of
Deposits at the end of
Deposits at the end of
Deposits June 18, 1906

toe
the
the
the
tbe
the

Pres.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.

first
first
first
first
first
first

$10,4(16.92

19,173.00
31,821.82
92,750.13
169,061.80
298 320.31
377,332.37
434,502.31

week

month
six months
year
eighteen months
two years

OFFICERS:

O. N. MARRON,

Cr000C000

3. B..HERNDON, Cashier.
ROY He DONALD, Asst. Cashier.

The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00

Money to Loan to Build a Home
DON'T PAY RENT

iV.

General Ag't.

E. STEVENS,

Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago,
i

III.

--

,

Auto. 'Phone, 291. First Nat'l. Bank

Albuquerque, New Mex.

Bldg.,

oseoo
00O
L. B. PUTNEY

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE."

1S7

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

ga.-olln-

e

Carrl'S the Largest and

Most Exclusive Stock
in the Southwest.

S'ttpe Groceries

M-- ,

l.

!

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

00000C00

STARTING

J'jl

i

6pe-clll- e

Auto. 'Phone,

CeivKlMl

B. A. SLEYSTER

incon-ve-nieiic-

'

di'litr:-,.,nrUri1

Heating Co.

Colo., Rtd 284.

71.

j

.

.

.1.

C.

IJAI-DRIDG-

K

DeALEB IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
t,
v.a:s the
FAINT Covets luer. , :e.e,
longest, most economical; full nimMiit. .
r, Utite, CYniciif. Paint,
Dl'ILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Pia-Doors, Etc.
Glass, Sa-l- i.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AL BL'GU E FQU E, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

.

a

.

Ni-ii- .,

d

THE DAY RIGHT

Standard PlumblrTand

I

formal-delivde--

M.

itot.j t
to a busy man, as
it ib;es to every tne who has use feir
every minute of their time; so a cotd
shower is Just the thing to do it. No
bathroom is complete or really serviceable wither.it ene. if you are building a new house, or refitting up your
bathroom, call on tbe Standard
Plumbing & Heat ng Co. sanitary
plumbers, : r a few particulars el
value.
We carry 'he flnst .lie f Vartlen
hose in i.ie c.ty.
means

-

1

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AYENUh.

be--

X..
SATURDAY.

JULY U.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

Most Anything
A Word From
Girls will be girls.
women try to be.

h
Wise.
aa' l.i's uv old

to make

rejection p J'hn D.'s offer to
the National Juvenile Impiovemf nt
aro some
association shows ther
people In the United S'.attes who can

refute

take

o,0u0,000.

Your Selection

It.

119 S, Second St.

who
woman
a y.nin
"There's
claims she was married t Tom Piatt
two years ago."
'Toes Tom deny :t?
"Vest, he says Its not true.'
ONE-FAR- M
"I guess he's a bet'er fellow than
he sets credit for."
Personal. Will tte tr.ralr or the
quartet seen at last
"Florodora"
Thursday night's prayer meeting Vlndsend her address to this offke?
friends THE MILLER BOYS OF 101 RANCH ginning some three weeks ago, they'
One of Wm. J. Bryan's
credits him with saying the next nomIN OKLAHOMA
NOW HARVESThad forty-si- x
harvesters hacking off
ination must come on a silver platter.
ING 175,000 BUSHELS
the bearded grain (poetical mime f or
silWell, didn't the other come on a
BY
THE jit). It took three horses to drag each
SWATHS A MILE LONG
ver platform?
MOWER
HOW THE BIG JOB IS of these harvesters, which were of the!
t
type cutting
DONE.
swath. Some of
"I suppose one thia you noticed
easily a mile long
were
these
swaths
was
through
Scotland
In your trip
you
If
want to become tttattxtlcal, fig- (By F. W. Schaefer.)
the coldness of the ..cotch."
out
how many bushels to the mile,'
tire
Special
Correspondence.
didn't,
was
one
"So, I
snd that
twenty bushels to the acre,
reckoning
years
13.
July
This
Bliss.
I
Okla..
gcod
old
thing missed. Give me the
And again. Joe Miller will toil you,'
American way of putting lots of Ice wheat crop in Oklahoma now is being
thrashed, nnd is promising a record with the other Miller boys to backs
in it."
breaker. Figures as to the yield in him lip, that each of the machines
Pea.body.
Geo. Foster
tfle New the whole territory of course are lack .cost from 12.000 to $3,000. Also It Is!
York philanthropist, 'paid $'5S8 for a ing at this time, but 101 ranch will an undisputed and indisputable fact
special train out of Atlanta rather
than have the women members of his
iarty awakened at sunrise to catch
the'regular train. Mr. Peabody's title
"
of phllantnropist is hereUy

IPraiipeiriy

s

per

to $150
$25
'
No Notes.

50-fo- ot

lot. $5 down, $5

No Mortgages.

lots, perfectly

per month.

No Assessments.,

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

BIGGEST
WHEAT
CROP IN THE WHOLE WEST

-

SIX-FOO- T

j

ulx-foo-

"The trustees of the c'aurch evident
ly didn't feel like raising Dr. Winder-lwhen he was ca..ed by the
churca."
"No, iney simply couldn't. The
Just threw up their hands.'

NeSgU-dit-

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

Jjyel, at from
No Interest.

aavioiis to give It
Still. if John
away, he ought i- be able, to find
tonie college or enup'h wlllinn to

PAGE THREE.

fLDimiversity

Ja-.-

TT.e

CITIZEN.

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Now is the Time

"Oh, come, now, you wouldn't call
lilm a liar, would you?"
"Well, not to bU far?"

EVENING

,f

-

Applicants always apply there first,
On the Miller ranch the harvesters:
eat and sleep In the field, as they are
from onp to ten miles away from the
house. A cook wagon, very much like
the owl lunch wagons you see down
town In cities, stays h- - them out in
the field. There is a little counter in
It and stools for the men, while the
rear Is taken tin with the cook stove
The men go to
and a refrigerator.
bed by the simple process of lying
down on the ground, pillowing their
heads upon a shock of wheat and
pulling a wagon over them for a corn- -

NEW MEXICO

fMll;

ITERRITOBAL

.

ii

I

y

New-Yor-

News of the Nunleys.
Miitie Nimley ha gone to
town today to have a tooth filled.
Roy Ixxkhart thinks Miss Maag'e
Minlty Is sure prettv.
Miss IJz-- !,
Nunlev an Eddie Sit
looked cute Fridav r.Uiit.
If you want to
Bolt Xuuley's
gold teeth mention T:ie.vsa Tucker.
Misses Lizzie Xuiley snd Sallie
Hatfield said they thanked Tom Smith
for the bouquet he gave ,.iem Sunday.
Miss Ethel Iankford said Henry
Xunley is sure pretty.
Bill Kirk thinks Lizzie Xunley is
sure pretty.
Miss Uzzie Xunley -- ail Bill Kirk
looked sweet Sunday night.
Isaac Sanders esccrted Mis3 l.illie
Xunley from church last night.
Joe l.anye is stuck on Liltie Xun
ley.
Miss Millie Xunley is out selling pic
tures thlB week. irac.y Correspond
ence. Sequachee (Tenn.- - News.
Miss

fc ,

.9.

,

ALBUQUERQUE

tpfm$srfc$

.ut$ p

September

1

7th to 22nd,

1

906.

1

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
forty-si- x
drivers to drive
Then there are
harvester.
twenty-thre- e
water haulers, etc., to
say nothing of a few superintendents
and a gang of men at the stables to
feed and harness
the mulea und
horses.
If you are ued to some small or
garden variety of fnrm, It will mean
something to you when you hear from
Joe Miller no relation to the Joker
of that name that he now has out
outfits, besides the
six thrashing
thrashing machines. Each outfit needs
ten bundle wagons, ten grain wagons,
one cook wagon and one water wagon. It calls for a total of sixty drivers
of bundle wagons, six engineers, six
separator men, six water wagon drivers six coal haulers, six cooks, six
assistant cooks, sixty grain wagon
pilcheis (grain,
drivers and thirty-si- x
not baseball). Each of these machines
thrashes from D.imhi to l'ii.ooo' bushels
of grain daily.
Incidentally Joe Miller, who Is the
oldest of the Miller boys, owners of
101 ranch, takes off his hat to the Inventor of the blower Tind stacker. He
says It Is one of the greatest labor
saving discoveries ever made. An
employer of 400 men can appreciate
that. By the way, there is never any
dearth of harvest hands on 101 ranch.

do its share to swell the total with a
crop estimated at 173,oto bushels.
Sounds big. doesn't it? Well, it's
a big ranch. There are "o.OUu acres
of U, and 9,niM acres
devoted to
wheat. This 101 ranch is where they
do things on u large scale.
Now as to that wheut crop.
Joe
Miller says and you believe hlin if
Sherlock Holmes wa hot on ttie he does go about in his shirt sleeves
Trail of the kidnapers. He had traced and wears an ancient hat with sweat

them r'oni the city into the country stains.clear out to the brim
and came upon their abandoned
camp.
"They left hfre less than an hour
ago. Watson," he said.
I had ceased to marvel at the won
uerful man's achievements
and
waited for him to explain.
"Yon see the fire has not yet died
out." he added, stirring the embers
with his cane.
His keen eye shot swiftly over the
place where the kidnapers had been
ki camp.
"I'nfortunately I cannot describe
the men," said Holmes. "I have not
jei seen enough to enaide me to do
that. However, they were men who
did not read tne paper3."
new,
you
i gasped, "Cow
do
know. Holmes? What hidden sign
have you read?
"Hidden?" laughed Holmes. "It Is
no' hidden. I have shown you in
fact, you saw without suggestion on
my part that the men camped here
tatt night. And you will understand
a well as - tuat tney were men who
did not read the papers when you
glance at that can. See, it held boneless chicken."

that

be- -

Hx

I

Latest reports are to the effect that
presiuent eats
d
eggs
d
instead of
for bafkerast
instead a. soft boiled for breakfast,
on account of his love for
ity.
ONE OF THE LANDLORD PONCA
INDIANS.
Such a Loveliness.
(Chicago
society
women went
through the packing houses and de
dared reports ot tilth were false. WOUNDED CONVICT
"Chicago housewives could find lessons here in keeping their kitehtns
ELUDES GUARDS
clean." one woman in reported to
have said.j
JAMES SANDERS OF BERNALILLO
Chicago, July 14. The
r
'MADE DESPERATE BREAK FOR
Bridge
ist
club did not play yesterday, the members accepting the inLIBERTY.
vitation of Mrs. Uubbs-Fudge- s
to go
slumming through the packing houses.
James Sanders, a negro 24 years
It was a trip that well repaid the la- old,
sentenced to three years iu the
dies.
terlnorial penitentiary from BernaThe packing house managers made lillo
county on a charge of burglary
it a gala day. The employes in the and larceny,
made a desperate break
killing room wore white chysanthe-munifor liberty Thursday afternoon, and
as symbol of the purity ct the although
wounded is still at large. A
meat,
aey also cttanged their aprons posse
guards with bloodhounds Is
shortly lefore the ladies arrived and closely ofpursuing
the convict who is
this evoked much lavorable comment. now In
the vicinity of Glorleta.
Tobacco chewing was suspended durSanders, who was a trusty, having
ing the visit. The floors of the pens
but a short time to serve, was sept
in whlcn the cattle are confined were with
a
cart to the livestock decovered with Japanese matting, and partmentsmall
at the prison, to remove
the Bides draped neatly and effective- some lumber
from the hog pens. He
ly with siiks and orienttal rugs.
deserted the cart but was missed ten
Mrs. Oubbs-Fudge- s
was most en- minutes after
his flight began.
thusiastic over the trip.
The bloodhounds of the institution
"What a nasty, horrid man that Mr. were
at once placed on his track and
Mr. Euclalre ch, no. St. Clair, yes
followed him six miles In the direcSt. Clair what
horrid nun he is." tion of I.amy along
the railroad track.
he said. "I dont' ate how he could
loga then lost the trail but the
haw written such a terrible iM(ok as The
guards
up
kept
The Unngle." 1 just won", read It, dusk Thursday the pursuit. About
was
night Sanders
o there now.
seen near Glorleta and refused to halt
'I am surprised
Mr.
that
Roen when
paid any attention to It. I Iniend fire, so ordered. The guards opened
ro speak to my husband and have him was and Sanders was seen to fall. He
evidently shot through the leg.
tWl the president that Mr. Rosnnfeldt He then
escaped In the darkness and
hould have made a personal investi- the guards
were unable to find him.
gation. Hy the way, who is this Mr.
Superintendent
reitosenfeldt that he shculd have so ceived a telegramArthur Trelford
from Lauiy contiMich to say about it?
firming the report that Sanders was
'Did we see any dirt? Not a bit. wounded In the leg but was still at
Why, ev-r- y
desk was polUhed Just large.
beautifully und most of tlitm mahogThe superintendent saM that Sanany, too."
ders
be retaken
tUy the employes, not by the Udies.) before would undoubtrtdly"day.
the cioe of the
James
Scott,
the I'nited States prisFor a mild, easy action of the bowels, a single dose of Doaa's Regulets is oner who disappeared more than a
ago
week
from
the penitentiary. Is
enough. Treatment
cures habitual still missing.
const iatlon.
k
25 cent? a box.
your drug gist for them.
Try a Citizen want advertisement

tte

OUTFITS AT WORK IX ONE FIELD.

THREE THRASHER

that

it takes

forty-si-

x

Ta;.;-It-Ove-

W--

s

--

i'-l-

A--

WHEAT

HARVEST.
.

crop,

17j.O..O

"
bush-

t

Kstlma'ed
els.
.
Acres in wheat, 9.000.
Self binders required in the
4'
If

harvtst.

-

4ti.

i
'

i

Thresblng outfits, six.
Teams to carry away the grain,
sixty.
i
Men to handle the crop, 200. 4
4

l!lM.M.f

al

K

Che-jnau-

lt.

hun-llre-

loft a bride o account of hi i. poverty and a pimple on
bis nose,
it
understood that the
father objected on account of the
poverty, and the daughter couldn't
stand the pimple.

Baby Show.

'

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezum. Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

x

tht

i

.!

fort.

The mules do not eat In the
field. They are fed at. the ranch stables, where 40. or 500 of t hem are
allowed to fill up on corn and oats all
night long. This is their only meal In
the 24 hours, but It is one that lusts.
The 101 ranch wheat crop, although
mammoth, is not its only one. The
big tract of land, leased from the

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this
MBiiiaaBHsMMBHaaaHaHMHHHMHHMMaaHaHaap

jsSpPL
yliiaJS

Ponca Indians, also produces 150,000
bushels of corn a year, 5,0ou tons of
prairie hay, 3,0io tons of alfalfa hay
and it supports 15,000 cuttie and 3,000

r

"'''iiaMisssBilMiswsBSSSSSsaBB

Redul?eDd

.Rates

on all Railroads

hogs.

SANTA FE ELKS

!

man

RANCH'S

1Q1

MATTERS

Notary Public Appointed.
Leonard Schmldi of Portales, Roosevelt county, has been appointed by
Governor Hagerman to be a notary
public.
Art cles of Incorporation.
j
The following unifies of incorporation have been tiled iu the office of
jTertrtorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
j
The
Metallurgical
Southwestern
and Development company. Incor-- I
porators are Victor A. I.ucier, John
Troy and John C. Marquis. The cap-Utstock or the company is $1,000,000
j divided
into ten thousund shares of
the par value of $lon each. At the
time of filing the articles of Incorpor-jatio- n
none of the stock had been Issued. Tbf principal office is fixed at
Oscuro, Lincoln county and Victor A.
I.ucier of that town
is named as
agent. The term of existence is
(wtnly-flv- e
years and the purpose of
the company is to do a general mln-ibusiness.
I
The Ttifiimcari Trust
Savings
lank. IticorHrai ors are C. H.
O. C. Igo. M. P.. (ioldenberg. C.
C. Davidson. H. H. Hargis and C. H.
'
Rankin of Tucuin ail, Henry Goke of
Sapellu and Floreiicio Martinez of Re- vut lto. The capital stock of the com-- t
panv Is IIj.immi, divided Into one
and fifty shares of the par value
of $loii; the full amount has been
into the treasury
j paid
The principal office is fixed at Tu unicarl and C.
j H. Chenault
is nanu'd ;.s agent. The
term or existence Is fifty years, and
the company is incorporated for the
purpose if ibiin; a general banking
business.
A

(
TH It

WAGON.

tuft-bolle-

OFFICIAL

RANCH.

Joe Miller, 38, conducts general su
pervision over the farm and signs the
checks and he can sign pretty big
ones if he does do it with a lead pencil. He also communes with the Indian landlords In the Ponca tongue.
Next is Zacb., who looks out for
the 15.000 cattle and the cowboys, and
who does most of the traveling.
George is the office man nnd keeps
in constant communication with all
parts of the ranch and the United
States by local and long distance telephone.
They have 200 acres in cotton at 101
ranch this year. They have more than
that In watermelons. The cotton Is
an experim ent.
Says Joe Miller: "If It turns out
all right, we'll plant gome."

hard-boile-

A COOK

101

Maneuvers by United States Troop,

2:18 Pace Surbura'a Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon'e White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Bate Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e

A Water Fowl.
Bird Webb was here yesterday from
Palntsville. Ashland (Ky.)

Saved His Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Grand
Army encampment
at Washington
city, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
taken with cholera morbus and was m
a critical condition," says Mr. J. .
Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
Chamhberlain'g
Colic, Cholera
him
and Diarrhoea Remedy and I believe
it saved his life. I have been engaged for ten years In Immigration
work and nave conducted many parties to the south and west. I always
carry this remedy and have used it
successfully on many occasions."
Sold by all druggists.

Hope John D.'s friends tell him not
to play poker with Etrangers on the
GOING TO DENVER ship.

PARTY NOT AS LARGE AS FIRST
EXPECTED A SPECIAL TRAIN
SUNDAY
O'CLOCK.

MORNING

AT

11

From New Mexican.
The delegation from Santa Fe lodge
No. 4t0, B. P. O. Klks, to the
to be held in Denver will not
be as large as at first expected. Stv-ermembers who intended to go
have been forced by circumstances to
remu
at home. The special train
leaves over the Denver & Rio Grande
at 1 1 o'clock Sunday forenoon. As
far as Is known at the present time
the delegation from the local lodge
will consist of the following members: E. "C. Abbott. A. M. llergere.
Amado Chaves. Americo Dlgneo, Dr.
J. M. Diaz, Charles A. Haynes. H. H.
Hanna. Norman L. King,
Evarlsto
Lucero, Dr. .1. A. Massie, C. V.
J. H. Vaughn. O. C. Whtson and
II. C. Vonu. The
who
will be In attendance at the reunion
are as follows: Dr. J. F. Baca. Parkview; A H. Ilaskett. Cbama: Klam
Cable, Chama; Felix Grant. Tres
M. A. Gonzales, Ablquiu;' V.
Jaramilio, KI Kilo; J. Kenton, Alamosa: Dr. T. P. Martin. Taos; L. B.
Milleisen. Chains; E. G. Miller, El
Kilo; Alexander Read. Tlrra Ama-rillJ. K. Turner, Denver; E. W.
Whitlock. Ies Moines; Dr. Frank
Palmer, Cerillos.

PRESS JTHE-TS-

8af-for-

Pie-dra-

d,

s;

stageTo JbTfTTprings
The underlined
U prepared
to
make trips to und from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
desired can be secured
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad aveuue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

I

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC,

n

DENVER

DUF1U1N

&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE

Elks-reunio-

al

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

iff)
mMMVHPWHia
aly Perfect

mm

Handle
mo

mm4

P.
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ink

pU

f lu lll.r
mm dogging

No

Tot lply ftmrn th battaa (u
la Ik ptctmrf ) and th pea ilia
1
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WrttM tha Uatmnt ft

Eagle$150
Flash

1""

Km.tf with 14 karat aolM gola
aea aoint
fneac rukamac4
rubtftt mui luhf guaranteed.
EmU MFUJi-I- S
with olet baada, 12.60

uU "f Uk" No. 2
Urn no, . . S3 00
wiik gold audi, 44.00
&jU - Stannara
b-

ad Other imea
Attt YOUR DEALER.
It h.
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FLASH" Fountain Ftn.lt.en
tbe retail price direct to
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tich pea absolutely
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"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest lint from
Santa Ft to Dsnvsr, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denvr and Pueblo with all lines
t and wosC
Tims as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

through
. delays

trains. No tiresome
at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P.

T.

Sc
A..,

Colo.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
A.. Denver,

Eagle Pencil Co.
Maoufacturera

377 Broodway, New Y
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Delegates Apportioned

The Citizen oilers Its readers thia evening the proclamation of Governor Hagermen, Issued today from the
ap, In which Is given the
xecutive offices In Santa
portionment of delegates to the constitutional convention, to be voted for November 6.
The Citiaen utges each of Its readers to give this
bl
tate paper a careful reading, not alone beoauHe In
given
la
the number if delegates apportioned to each
It
county, but largly because of the epitome of the statehood bill which the proclamation contains; and chiefly
and earnest words in which
wf all because of the
urges
people
of New Mexico to lay aside
governor
the
the
local strifes, difference and divisions, that they may
Wind to the constitutional convention only their ablest
and truest n.en.

Je

PROCLAMATION :
of New Mexico:
On the sixteenth day of June, 1906, the president of

To the People of the Territory

"the United States approved an act of the congress,

en-

titled:

"An act to enable the people of Oklahoma and of
Indian Territory to form a constitution and state
government and be admitted into the Union on an
equal footing with the original states; and to enable
the people of New Mexico and of Arizona to form
a constitution and state government and be admitted
Into the Union on an equal footing with the original

states."

Sections

to

23

Inclusive of the said act of

1

con-

gress provide that the inhabitants of all that part of the
rea of the United States now constituting the territories of Arizona and New Mexico may, If the people
of these territories o elect, become the state of Arizona, and set forth In detail the procedure whereby the
wishes of the pebple of the two territories are to be
ascertained.
,
It is provided by Section 24 of the said act that. at
the general election to be held on the sixth day of November, nineteen hundred and six, all the electors of said
territories, respectively, qualified to vote at such election, are thereby authorized to vote for and choose delegates to form a convention for said territories, which
convention shall consist of one hundred and ten delegates, sixty-si- x
of which delegates shall be (dected to
said convention by the people of the territory of New
by the people of the territory of
Mexico and forfy-fon- r
Arizona, and that the governors, chief justices and secretaries of each of said territories, respectively, shall
apportion ' the delegates to le thus elected from their
respective territories, as nearly as may be. equitably
among the several counties thereof, in accordance with
the voting population as shown by the vote cast for
delegate in congress in the respective territories In
nineteen hundred and four. It is further provided by
the said act that. the governors of said territories respectively, shall within thirty days after llie approval
on or before July sixteenth. 1S06, Issue
thereof, it
a proclamation in which the aforesaid apportionment of
delegates to the convention shall be fully specified and
announced, and In which other matters, hereinafter referred to, shall be clearly stated.
In accordance, therefore, with snch ' provisions of
the said act, I, Herbert J. Hagerman, governor of New
Mexioc, do hereby, specify and announce, that, pursuant
to an ofSclal call dated June 2", 19fM?, the chief Justice
of the territory of New Mexico, and the secretary of the
said territory, did meet with the governor of the terri
tory in the executive offices In Santa Fe, and, after a
full and careful consideration of the subject and a thor
ough examination of the certified election returns of the
several counties of the territory, showing the total vote
cast for delegate to congress at the general election held
In November, 1904, found that the total vote cast for
all candidates for delegate to congress at the tiaid elec
tlon was 43.011; that, as sixty-si- x
delegates are to fie
apportioned from among the several counties in accord
ance with the voting population as Bhown by such total
vote, the unit for apportionment is one delegate for each
652 votes cast at such general election; that fractions
In excess of one-ha- lf
of said unit, which wctald be 326,
Should entitle a county to anotner delegate. Upon this
.
.
1.
llBell,
in
ui utuegaipg apportioned to each
f uumucr
county was, and I do hereby specifically announce the
same to te as follows:
County
Delegates."
Bernalillo
Chaves .
Colfax . .
v.- Dona Ana
Eddy . ..
Grant . . .
3
4..
Guadulupe
t
to-w-

.

1

::::::;:;::::;::::::;::r?l

L,Ineo;n

'Luna

.

. .

. .
. .

.

.

.J

4

2

. I

Mora . ,
Otero
'Quay
Rio Arriba '
Roosevelt .
Sandoval .
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Bierra .
Socorro

1

1
4

2
5

.

,

i

.

.

2
:

j

."

;.

7
4

j
4

Torrance .
j
;
Union .
3
Talencia
3
Maams a total of sixty-si- x
delegates.
In further accordance with Section 24 of said act of
congress. I do hereby order that at the general election
to be held in the territory of New Mexico on the sixth
day of November, nineteen hundred and six, there shall
be submitted to all the qualified electors of the territory
A question which shall be stated on the ballot In substance and form as follows :
"ShalJ Arizona and New Mexico be united to form
one mate?"
.Yes.

'

That electors desiring lo vute

sin--erl- ty

Anti-Saloo-

one-nin-

th

--

!w

'

Coming Campaign

,

No.

''

In

e.
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WE

NOT CARRY EXTRA
DURING OUR SALE AND
YOU WILL GET THE BENEFIT.
DO

WM. CHAPLIN'S
SHOE STORE
Men's, Women's
nfld Children's

Fine Shoes

No. 121 West Railrcad Avenue.

0

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

2

Call and Get My Prices
Fine Clothing
Furnishing

CHICKERING

m. mamidSeilil

and

SON'S
YES

A

PlANOtt?

We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kimball, and several other makes.
We
invite you to compare our prices with

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

other
Just as good" pianos,
handled by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch lor the Peerless Electric pi
anos. Respectfully, yours lor busi
ness, THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
"so-calle-

Fayivood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
outing parties. '
trt Indispensable for
o
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

Co.

CURES DROPSY,

Badaiacco's

Summer

Garden
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowling alleys In connection. Everybody welcomed and accommodations
s.

first-clas-

London Club

LIVERY COMPANY
No. 424 North Second St.

SANITARY BOARDING

FAYVVOOD,

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

Los

Auto., 311.

AND THEN A HOME OWNER

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

Mm

-

z

Bread Is Ideal, With Gas

heat-giving-

V

I

BLOCK.

to

You can bake as fine bread as your
neighbor, if you do as she is doing-c- ook
with gas.
.
Gas Is uniform in
Does
not rely on draft, nor change of wind,
nor the various qualities of coal. It's
the same today, tomorrow, next day
same always
.It bakes bread to a nicety. Gives
tha-tfine color which particular cooks
like; produces fine, crisp crust, and
you can time the range to the minute. Don't have to le watching it
frequently, as you do when you cook
with coal.

H. H. T1LTON,

Any

LOCATION

.

mmm9

We opened for subscription July 1,
series of monthly payment savings installment stock; $1 per month
will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid Investment
stock paying 6 per cent interest, on
deposits of $100 and upwards.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
We wilt loan you money to buy or
build you a home at once, if you become ctockholdec.
Building and Loan
Association of Albuquerque

to

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

a new

ROOM 19, GRANT

Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to ut.

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

FOR THE FIPURE

BEGIN NOW

The

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Angeles,

BE A MONEY SAVER
PROVIDE

trip rates,

oooococooo

e

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

STABLE

Secretary.
Information Desired Furnished.

Adams & Dilgard

SEE OUR RANGES ON EXHIBIAT ELECTRIC BUILDING.

TION

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
COR NCR 4th A NO GOLD

00m9
.

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

Our Specialty

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Av?
Colo, phene. Black, 298.
Auto., 152.

Save your money and
your money will save you
from idleness and poverty.

Save

Your money and your money will
ave you from worry und disap-

pointment.
Save your money and your money
will bring you success and huppl-ne-

H. O'REILLY & CO.
LEADING

lui-g- e

J

14, 1906.

We've Too Much Clothing

"

d

JULY

UNLOADING SALE

h

the affirmative shall
place a cross mark In the square to the left of the word
"Yes," and those desiring to vote in the negative shall
place a cross mark in the squar to the left of the word
"No." And I do further order liiat ui each county of the
territory, the twimler of delegate to the said convention
to which each county is entitled ft herein announced.
voted for lo accordance with the provision of
thall
said act of congress, and that the names or the candidates to the convention and the question in form and
set forth shall 1
substance us
printed on the
same ballot. And after carefully considering the said
act of congress, and consulting the legal authorities of
the territory, in legard 10 its interpretation,
hereby
recommend that. In order to prevent the possibility of
any Illegality in this
election, the ballot
upon which said question, in form and substance as
herein set forth, and the names of the candidates to the
foresaid convention, are printed, shall be a separate
and distinct ballot from that upon which are printed the
Mines of the candidates for delegate to congress, memI. as
bers of the territorial council and house of representacgis Optic: Arizona lias an indebtedness of
X980.0OO
tives, and touuty officers.
ami two or three of her counties repudiated
Such tied ion for delegates shall be conducted, the their bonds and were well lectured by congress therefor.
returns made, anil the certificates of persons elected to New Mexico has an indebtedness of $7M;,immi. And yet
(aid convention issued, as near as may be in the same some of the Aiizonans object to statehood because Arimanner as Is prescribed by the laws of tho territory of zona would have to pay New Mexico's debt.
Ntw Mexico, regulating the election of members of the
I'nder the stress of statehood and nth. r elections
territorial legislature, and the sum of one hundred and
lifty thousand dollurs, or so much thereof as may be this fall,' the people of Albuquerque must not forget the
necessary, Is appropriated by the Bald act (or defraying interests and the essentials of growth for their borne'
expenses incident to the elections and conventions pro- - .town.
n

.

a

Anti-Salo-

SATURDAY,

n

'.

Taos

1

CILOE

&h3

Section i" of the. said act of congress provides that
if a majority in each of said tfrritnrle8 shall vote for
joint statehood, the delegate in the convention thus
elected shall meet in the hail of the house of representative or the territory of New Mexico, In the city 'f Santa , "Have you ever noticed," said ht
Fr, on Monday. December the third, nineteen hundred Close Observer, as he laid down a
and six. and. after having declared on behalf of the copy of The livening Citizen, contaln-a- n
people of the proposed state that they adopt the constl-- !
article on tuberculosis, written by
tutlon of the United States, they shall be authorized to a res, dent expert, "the number of
form a constitution and state government for the pro- people who seem to know that there is
a law :t.alnt spitting on the sideposed stale.
in street cars and other jmlrtic
Section 2G of the said act provides that in ease snch walks,
places?
a constitution and state government shall be formed in
"It's one of the greatest evils of the
compliance with all the provisions as set forth in the day. Just 89 your
tuberculosis expert
by
provide
sha1!
formlag
same
act, the convention
the
says, and the ordinance relating
ordinance for submitting the said constitution to the thereto Is one that should be enforced
people of the proposed state at a fixed time, for Its rati- by all means, even more rigidly than
fication or" rejection, and that. If a majority of the legal any of the other health regulations.
"While 1 myself am not a tubercuvotes cast on that question shall be for the constitution.'
that, such result be certified to the president of tne losis expert 1 have seen enough of the
of spitting on the sidewalks
United States, who, within twenty days after receiving Hastiness
to disgust me with some of my fellow
said report, shall, if he finds the said const it nt ion and men. Especially
the ladies find the
government to be republican In form, and that the pro- Ignoring of this do
ordinance especially
visions of this act have been compiled with In the forma distasteful,
tion thereof. Issue a proclamation announcing the result) "Picture a lady, with a nice, tlean,
of said election; whcrnpm 1he new state of Arizona white dress, train a trifle long, pershall be deemed admitted Into the Union on an equai: haps, walking along the street, gathfooting with the original states. The new state shaa. ering up all the sputum, tobacco Juice
and other things hawked upon the
uiiiii uinrrwipp jinviu?u vy low, ut? ruuiien iu iwu iry- sidewalks by those who ignore the
reppntatlves rn the house of representatives of the spitting
We haven't the
United States and to two senators in the senate of the running ordinance.
water gutters In our city,
linked State.
therefore all the more reason why
In addition to the paramount duty of forming a Just, such an ordinance should le enforced.
equitable and wise constitution, a serious and responsible and even if there wasn't a law govern
duty devolving upon the members of the constitutional ing such cases human decency should
convention will be that of providing Tor the election of prevent men from spitting on the side
officers for a full state government, including members walks and In public buildlnes.
of the legislature and two representatives in congress eachThe law provides a $10 frne for
offense against this particular
at the time of the election for the ratification or rejection ordinance
and I do not believe, despite
of Ihe constitution. Seldom In the history of great events the fact that hundreds In onr little
haB any body of men had more serious questions to concity ignore this ordinance daily, that
sider than will this body of 110 delegates when they the court records for the year 1906 at
tssemble In Santa Fe on the 3rd day of December, 1906. least, will show a single case of an arMuch oT the future prosperity and success of the new rest being made.
state of Arizona will depend upon the constitution which "Our health officers are working
they will draw up and the kind of government they pro- hard to do away with that awful
on Railroad avenue occasioned
vide for. The measures they adopt should not be Influ- stench
bv the stagnant city ditch; let's have
any
by
passing
or transitory considerations. What the spitting habit done away with
enced
they decide upon. If it is good, will live for generations also."
'n the hearts of a grateful people; If it is bad, will cause
discord and trouble for many years. It behooves the
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
aeople of every part of the territory, for their own sake,
for their children's sakes and for the sake of their chilBen OiKneo, the foreman of the
dren's children, to see to It that only the best men in composing room of The Evening CH1-- .
aach county, the men most eminently qualified by high zen, left Trinidad last nlgfcl for Den
character, learning, training and experience, are se- ver, where he will spend next week
convention, 60 wa:chlng the doings of the Elks,
lected for delegates to thlB
whose big convention owns In that
'hat not only our present but our future welfare may be city
next Monday. Mr. Digneo will
safeguarded.
return to the city aliottt jtly 25.
With all earnestness, therefore, I urge upon the
Key.
v. W. Havens, the superin
people of New Mexico, whatever may be tlie local questendent of the New Mexico-Arizontions or Issues. Influencing the selection of candidates for
League, will 3eave tonight
?ounty or territorial offices, to let the paramount conid-?iiitlon- s tor Las Unices, wnere he will hold
In the selection of delegates for this eonven-io- n r.iree services tomorrow, and will no
be the honesty, Integrity, alillity, experienc and
doubt accomplish an organization' of
League fighters In that
of the candidates.
No enabling act ever passed by the congress of the town. He will return to the city MonUnited States was so liberal in the grants of land and day morning.
Hon. Thomas B. Catnui. who was at
money for educational and Institutional purposes as Is ibis
Magdalena on some important mining
one. For the support of free, public,
comma
mon schools there Is set aside. Including such sections a iters, reached ihe city last night on
freight train, and remained here unis have heretofore been granted, nearly
of the til this morning, when he continued
whole area of the proposed state, amounting to nearly on the regular passenger
train for
seventeen million acres, together with five per centum Santa Fe. Mr. Catron is mayor of
of the net proceeds oft he future sale of public lands lying Santa Fe and also president of the
within said state, and over and above all, the sum of five school board of that city.
The Las Vegas Optic says: Inspectmillion dollars to be invested in trust for the benefit of
said schools. In addition to this, 2.184.000 acres are or Napier of the cattle sanitary board
left yesterday to Inspect some hides
granted for the benefit of various state institutions.
Belen.
Inspector Tucker, who has
For more than fifty years the people of New Mexico at
charge
have been eagerly seeking and urgently demanding from hospital of that d!strlct. Is still in the
at Albuquerque.
Tucker
the national congress legislation to enable them to be is almost well now though Mr. expects
come a
state, and this act which they are to be able to be out In aand
few more
now called upon to accept or reject extends to them the days. ,
first opportunity they have ever had of securing the
Company I of the Twenty-nintin
boon that every free American cHlzen desires. I com
iwniry, 1 nitea States army, under
mend a careful reading of the whole enabling act to captain H. L. Kinnington, came In
from Whipple barracks this morning,
every voter In
Mexico.
Done at he Executive Office this the 14th day of on their way to Pueblo, where thev
will meet the rest of the regiment and
July, A. D jW6.
BY TUB GOVERNOR :
march with them to Wyoming, where
'
Secretary of New Mexico.
tney wm take part In the annual army
maneuvers.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Sandoval left
this afternoon for Cuba, in the
Thanks to a republican majority and a republican
valley, to attend the marpresident, the session of congress Just closed has a rec riage 01 their son. Florencio
A. Sanord for more constructive work of vital consequence doval to Miss Adela Mlera, the adoptthan had any session of congress since 1861. when ways ed daughter of E. A. Mlera. The cerand means were devised for the preservation of the emony will take place at the CathI nlon. This fact is not and cannot be denied. Repub olic church at Cuba next. Wednesday
m::rn!ng.
liciuis assert the claim and democrats fullv admit it.
R. E.
yesterday
receivOn this record the fall campaign will be made
throughout the country; and the democrats will have ed from athe factory his new "Thoma-Flytr,r
nothing to offer against It, as reason why the people shall
"'bubble" with a guaranteed
not say 10 the republican party, "Well done, good and ped of sixty miles per hoiii. '1
fie
faithful servant; go back to congress and complete the tonneau comfortably Beats five passenwork o nobly begun." Especially will this be the case gers and has side entrances. The car,
now that it has been announced and Is understood that a 19on model, is stored at the Dod-sogarage for the present. Mr. Putthe tariff will be considered In the next session.
It fltmms that campaign orators will have an easy ney intends "chauffeurtng" his car
time, because they will address a people pleased with himself.
the party's record, anxious for the completion of the dayIn a small local" paragraph yesterafternoon, men: Ion was made ol
party program, and rejoicing In the abounding prosper the
departure of Mrs. F. M. Brain-arity of the country under the party's rule.
and daughter
Denver, and In
TW democrats have had many a Waterloo since connection It was tostated
that Mr.
I860, but It does seem that their prospects this fall are Bialnard, who Is an Elk, regrets that
imjre utterly hopeless than ever before In all their his- he could not attend the Elks conventory. They have not a single Issue exept the exploded tion. The item was all right, except
bubbles of the past, not a single .argument why they as to Mr. 'Bralnard; unfortunately, :ie
Is no Elk, but Is the Jaoltor of the lo(noun again tie entrusted with the reins of govern- cal
Elks' opera house and club rooms.
ment, which bi two trials In forty-si- x
years they have
The many friends of Emil Klein-wor- t,
shown themselves incompetent to hold.
of this city, will be, glad to learn
of his having safely crossed "the big
Says so frvhiLiigeispeaklng
f the election In Kan- - pond," landing at Plymouth. England.
July 3. He mailed a souvenir postal
sis: "Mr. Harris wit! find similarly that .the 'Stand
Roosevelt" ciutJJicter of campaign which Is to be waged card bearing the picture of the
the magnificent ocean
in the northern Hales in the effort to keep the republican Deutsehiand,
greyhound,
which he booked pasmajority In collar. iuiact will affect the strength of his sage, to hi onmining
partner. Charles
cause in
AVhfn the voters are brought Heisch, of the liacitas mining disdearly lo understand that a democratic vote fs a mark trict. Emil states that the weather
of discredit agaltiftt ihoivp for reform already taken by was fine and the voyage was more inthe president and that the same vote will serve to weak teresting and exciting than ordinaren ihe t.ppnmwlty for the president to have a majority ily owing to fhe fact that it was made
race with
in congress to aid him in contlnuiitg his retunus, there the occasion .of a cross-se- a
will be found a mighty fem republicans voting ihe demo- the pa hit la French liner. La Tour-ainIkeutscbluud won by 11
cratic ticket." Or demorras, either, for that matter. hours, The
making the record trip from
However, the foregoluK s commended to the considers
New York 10 Plymouth In five days,
tlon i t those In Arizona and New Mexico who are labor fourteen hours. From Plymouth Emil
ing und. r the rare-b- it
dream of democrat.!- success mid will proceed 10 Hamburg. Germany,
separate statehood.
where he .viil visit his family and
friends of his youth.
The I .us Vegas Weekly News which, by the way,
t)0 NOT rAIL TO ATTEND THE
has a new editor, Russ Kistler being no longer connected BIG SLAUGHTER SALE AT THE
therewith said In Its last Issue, "Albuquerque did not NEW YORK BARGAIN HOUSE FOR
gel the necessary vtrtes for the JlOlt.OuO federal build- THE NEXT SEVEN DAYS. BEGINS
ing" The News should keep better track of current SATURDAY, JULY 14. WE DO NOT
events. The amendment to the appropriations bill, con- TELL YOU WE ARE PLACING A
OR $150,000 STOCK
IN
tained in a Joint resolution, not only had the necessary $100,000 OF
FRONT
YOU OR EMPLOYING
votes, but passed both houses unanimously, was signed AN
EXTRA SCORE OF CLERKS FOR
by the president, and is today a bona fide and Inherent YOUR CONVENIENCE. YOU KNOW
part of the laws passed by the Fifty-nint- h
WHAT THAT MEANS. REMEMBER
congress.
seven-passenge-

......k....

McKlnJey

tion..

OBSERVER

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. STRICKLER,

vlded for In the act, Including the expenses ef hobllnj?
the election for members of the constitutional conten-

EVENING CITIZEN.

s.

DRUGGISTS
2
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon $1.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to. any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Save your money by putt inn it iu
the bank. Money in llje bank is
safe, convenient and available, at
ail times.
Monty has wlntis.
A bank will
keep your money from tl Ih'k away
and wi!l hold it until the best use
f an be iiuide of It.
A bank account
is a luxury which
docs not cost you anything.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

8

Red

J

SI.

LOOKS

GOOD

f

TO

1
Thai's wtat you'll say when yen
see that nice little home. a!l fur- BtJ
nibhed, for Il,3o0; $2"U down
balan. e I25 a mon'h.

PORTERFIELD

CO..

110 WEST COLD

SATURDAY,

JULY

ALBUQUERQUE

14. 1906.

No Charge

AT TRACTION PARK

For Grandstand

SUNDAY, JULY 15th, 3 O'CLOCK

ASKS

BOUND OVER

Houston, Alias Lynch,
Pleads Guilty-Ho- w
the
forged Message

G. W.

TURNED

ALMOST

Jl'DGEMtNT
BE

TO GRAND JURY

WAS

CI1IZEN.

THE DIVING HORSES

c ADMISSION

TRICK

EVENING

SET

DR. W. F. CARVER
ASIDE

NEW PHASE OF LITIGATION OVER
ROMERO BUILDING
ON FIRST
STREET ASKS A DIVORCE.

Andrea Koniero and A. L. Morgan
through their attorney, Neil B. Field,
iii asK me courts at Santa Fe, In
the First judicial district, to set aside
a judgment renderfd against them
in tavor of Nick Menu, a stone con
iracior, gome time ago. in which
Menu sued Romero, the proprietor
and A. L. Morgan, the conrractor,
jjinuy, to recover the amount of
i.iau, for stone work done on the
rtomero building on First Rtroot
It Is alleged by the former defend
ants that Romero knew nothing of the
sun, mat he was never served with
process; that the llldsTOent ecee,l
me amount asked for, and that It
seen to establish a lien on bis prop
erty. The hearing will take place be
fore Judge John R. McFle. in the ab
sence of Judge Abbott, who is visit
ing in Haverhill, Mass.

MARRIED HERE

EXPLAINS OFFER
Of

Where To

KETNER COUPLE

$100 to Successful Rider

Christian Church Corner of Gold
avenue and Broadway. Ernest Craw- .1 fnt'rl
. i.
. .
n
Thlu mnfniii i ln1 pa.
mlnleli
hi..!.! n
'
.
"Q amnlova
.
t
WA
V
iijc
luinu-- r rampn ati-,i,- afnn
v...,m.j" in
morning
onvivrs im -we
Ketner, arrived in this citv. accom-on'- y
at 10 and 11 o'clock,
'
panled by Mrs. Alice Peterson, aged
C
27, also of Ketner, and Inouired his
.
Christian ftriti.
MIT FIND FEAT
NOT
way
to the court house.
"ASV"
held each Sunday at It o'clnrb
m
Arrived at Probate Clerk Walker'. n ine women a Club rooms at tne
bride-to-be
office. Smith and his
CommerclaJ Club .niildlng, corner of
of the agrefment between cured the license necessary to become Gold avenue and South Fourth street.
himself and Charlotte Erickson, the pan and wife, after which they were
waitress, who will endeavor to ride asked if they des'red the presence of
St. Paul's Lutheran Church lxicat
Ha diving horses tomorrow Dr. Car- - a preacher.
ed at the corner of Sixth street and
ver rated today that he did not con- "Aw." said Smith, "23 for the Silver avenue. Ernest Moser. ipas-toslder tne feai as "easy" as the young preacher; steer us up against the
Sunday school
German
lady seems to think it Is.
nearest Justice of the peace," or words service and sermon a. 11:30.
a. m. Engat
He said:
"My preposition is to to that effect, and thev were nccnrri- - lish service
and .sermon at 8 p m.
glve $H0 to any
athletic 'ngly directed to Justice of the Peace Subject. "The Character
of thelxird's
young woman who will ride "Silver Jose Miguel Chaves" office, in the Supper."
Holy communion after the
..,..,
King.' the high diving horse, from court house, where thev
morning an,1 evening services.
the top of the platform in bis dive, 'mated for Mfe. The happy couple will
O
and remain seated on his back until return to Ketner to make their future
Highland Methodist Church Locatne comes out of the water and stands nome.
ed at 312 South Amo street. J. M.
on dry land. The young lady has ac-Sollle, pastoK
Preaching at 11 a. tn.
none . en..I.i
leyim una .)jiuiuMit.u.
is
THANKS FROM CARPENTERS
and 8 p. m. Morning subject. "God's
titled to the trial. If she succeeds
In riding the white horse, in accordTO DELEGATE ANDREWS 'ne' e;en.V
ance with my proposition, she will re; Sunday
school
at
9:5 a. m. .1. D.
ceive the loo.rt
amnions,
superintendent.
nior
The attempt will ie made by Miss
l
i ne carpenters'
" nirangers c?i ila..y
union held ft
Erickson tomorrow afternoon at 3
lnvltj
meeting
night,
last
and among
o'clock, at the park, unless she gets
5
the business transacted was a i
cold feet In the meantime:
Congregation and Baptist
introduced and una-nlSpeaking further at his offer. Dr. 4t resolution
at
Congregatloiml church, locatf d
niously passed tbanking Hon. W.
Carver said:
H. Andrews, delegate to congress.
i0n South Broadway at the end of thei
When I made tins proposition, 1
v'aduct. bunday school at 10 a. m.
for securing the passage of a bill
was In hopes that some girl would ac
giving Albuquerque an approprla- - ' Prof- Hodgln.' superintendent.
Public
cept, as this country is ..ill of daring
tion of $100,000 ror a feilemt a worship at 11 o'cl ock. W.h sermon hv
girls, who possess lue charming west- ..
I
rr tw
rill 11
I
nev.
.
w.
j.
McNeil. Subject, "The
'
con"
ern personality and who are also cul- - I
nectlon with the resolution stat- - - Christian's Hope," V. P. S. C. El at
iureaJ and rennwi, and have nerve
7
ed
they
o'clock.
hoped the $100,000 would
Evening service at 8 o'clock.
enough to loop the loop witn old Nick
lie Sva,.able soon, so work could 2 Subject of sermon. "Christ Is All and
hlmmlf
. .
.
i.
iiuiioM, ui iru tun Kan i i Iiimiik
iu All.
on to the fringe of eternity with true;.!
.ZU !
o
"
, ,
western grip. Inherited from their an- Va-a
First Methodist Episcopal Church-R- ev.
.1. L. Rollins, I), n.,
pastor. The
I wanted a wild,
girl
snnday school meets promptly at 9:45.
who could ride the wildest of bron SHEEPMEN WILL
.Morning worship at 11 a. m., with sercos, a girl with .eeth like a buzz saw,
mon by tne pastor. Subject, "A
Iok
COME FROM ROSWELL to the Hills.
and one tnat could ride a bucking
The public Is cordially
horse and chew up ills spinal verteInvited to all services.
Enworth
brae and use his ribs to pick her
7
Ely Wbite, secretary of the Chaves league
at
o'clock.
Theme.
r.1,1
Brotherly K.ndness
athloned kindThoUtrghl HtThe dan" County She
Growers' association.
Leader. Mrs. Stephen Stevens. Union
Ca,led a n,et",ln
of 1,8
ger of oeatV one thH nn eat
Roswell to prepare for attendlnn evening services at the Presbyterian
brush or chew up narbtd wire fence at
church.
lr. Rollins will preach.
uy the reei; yet one with a charming. the Territorial Wool and Sheep Grow- dangers are made welcome. All seats
lovely individuality; one who Is in- - ers' convention to be held in Albu- - freeelllgent and refined; one that loves querque during the territorial fair,
'
danger, or in the midst of the bean- - say the Record. It Is expected that
Presbyterian
First
growers
Church located
the
sheep
of southeastern
iful uncertainty, or the dip of death. New'
Mexico will be well represented Rt 1ne orner f fiftti street and Sil- will stand for..i, as a beautiful proRev. Hugh A. Cooper
U the territorial association meeting. ver 8VPneduction of the western 'pmins. '
pastor. Services at 11 a. ui. and 8
'
Evidently the doctor had Indulged
,n ,hi morning will be preached
m
I'In a Welsh rare-b- it
r villi, fftllDT
before starting in
the first sermon in a series of four, on
o describe the kind of young lady he
,he ,oplc- - "Tne Indestructible Book."
was in search of. but be that as it
ince Lillon. who several nights The subjects are as follows: 1 How
may. he thinks he has found the "real ago assaulted his brother-in-law- .
John: We Got Our Bible. 2. Who Wrote it?
goods" fn MiM Erickson. and as she Miller, with a knife. Inflicting several
3.
Is It Worth to the World
ays "It's easy," and the doctor says wounds, was taken into custody by 4. AWhat
Plea for Its Study. In the even-th- e
may
Isn't,,"
thrilling
it
be
there
police last evening about 5
ing the First Methodist congregation
scenes at Traction park tomorrow, on and given an Immediate hearingo'clock,
Mil- - will join In the
at the Premthe occasion of Dr. Carver's last ap- ier, who originally claimed that Dil- - hyterlan church. service
Sermon by Dr. Rol-lopearance in tbis city for sume time to
attempted to kill him because of.lins. Strangers welcome
come.
trouble between .Miller and his wife.:
Dillon's sister, stated in police court !ctV.D
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
tLKS ARE
yesterday that he had no wish to pros-- .
k

of Divfng Horse-Sa- ys
Daring Miss Erickson

:

No Charge

For Grandstand

Extra Special

Worship

ANDREW SMITH TAKES MRS
ALICE PETERSON
FOR
HIS
BRIDE
"23 FOR THE

c ADMISSION

We have on sale a large lot of

1

n"r'
m

Carpet Remnants

...:

i

.

v

Sc-ui---

Some of them just enough to cover
a small bed room or sitting roorp

The telegraph operator arrested
yesterday afternoon on a charge of
Ingrain, Brussels and Axminster at
attempting to secure transportation
lees than actual cost.
Hnd. money from the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway company, through
Come In and brln- - measurements of
the medium of a forged message, and
your
room. We vwll be able to fur- ,
no gave his name then as P. J
Lynch, was given a preliminary hear
nlsh you with e nice carpet for very
ing this afternoon at 3 o clock in Just
little money.
tee Crawford's court, at which time
he stated that his real name was G.
W. Houston, having used the name of
Lynch as an aliHs. The character of
the crime with which he was charged
was explained to him, and while he
A suit was instituted yesterday by
was not represented by any attorney
kstner Hadley Wheeler for divorce
stating that he wished no legal repre irom
Clarence wheeler, with T. v
sentation, it was explained to him that Wllkerson
attorney for the plaintiff.
ne could plead not guilty at his pre308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. H.
liminary
or
waive
examination
MORTUARY
and go before the grand jury,
but
to
the
astonishment
of
the 'court he insisted on entering a
A. K. Christy.
plea of guilty then and there. His
A. K. Christy, aged 24 years, died
bond was placed at $250 and he was last evening at s oclock at St. JoTealous
committed to the county iall to await seph's hospital after a lingering ill
the action of the grand jury.
ness. from the effects of tuberculosis
Houston, or Lynch, Is of fine
ieceasea was originally from New
and a very Intelligent lookine York, where his relatives now reside
middle-agernan,
with Blightlv erav none of them being residents of this
hair. The only excuse he offered for city. The remains will be shipped to
his committing the crime was that he
i oi k tomorrow.
was intoxicated.
Houston, through the qourtesy
the
FUNERALS
local railroad lelegraph operators, f had
been allowed the use of one of the kevs
The funeral services ovtr the reto ask die trainmasters at Las Vegas
and !San Marcial for a position While mains of the late Henry Llndemann.
be was at the key it was noticed that who died after a lingering illness of
uji.inus, at i :m oclock yesterday
he was writing a mess-ageOperator Batzer, whose desk s di- morning, will take place siindav afrectly in front of the one at which ternoon at 2 oclock. from Borders'
Colo. Phone Blk 93
Auto. Phone
burial in Fairview etmetery.
Houston was working, noticed that the chnp.-lThe
pall
bearers
Key was not sounding,
w;io
will
officiate
and wondered
!
H. .'. Stone. A. C.I Burtless.
.mt Houston was writing. WVien the will
A. Hlondin. J. Porter Jones T
later filed the message on the Joseph
u'.er
copy hook and left the office, Batzer A. Hayden and W. O. Mearns.
The music service will be under the
maue an Investigation, and read the
niessage purpoiiing to come from direction of M's. Mabel
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
and caning for transports
tion and money to be furnished
The funeral services of William
i..ntu. He consulted with the man Biggs, aged 38 years, who did in this
peratcr. .Mr. Douglas, telling city Tuesday morning at 3 o'clock, afhim of his suspicions. Douglas imme- ter a residence of one and one-haldiately wired Las Vegas, asking if years In this city, from tuberculosis,
.nnen was Mere and if the message will take place from Strong's chapel
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves
genuine, i ne answer came back tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock.
it was a forgery.
In Fairview cemetery.
The
Steel Ranges,
In the meantime, the message Wv Odd Fellow will have charge of the
seeing the telegram on the hook, took funeral.
a copy ol It ovf r to Ticket Agent
Fouls, to whom the message was ad
GO. 117 Gold Avenue
' NOTICE.
dressed.
Mr. Fonts had hardly received it, when Houston entered, and
All
of Harmony lodge No. 1
IHilHMHMHiiLVBlHLBiHiHHLlMliLflilHflB
asked if there was any transportation i. u. members
u.
to attend
there for him. Ticket Agent Fouts the funeralf., ofateourrequested
Don't Dispute- with a Woman,
brother. Wil
answered that there was, and was liam Bijgs, to belateheld
at O. W
111 'm u ,
about to turn over a ticket to Billings
Especially,
If she teUs jou to order
suns
a
m
imriors at a::i
COMING IN SPEC IAL COACH
J V". Masters is
Belen on bnsi- .Mont., anu the money, when, as he ounuay,
aiVconsi1:
sack of
juiy is. An visiting Odd ness He will returnatto the city Mon- puts It. he got "cold feet." and told renown are
quenily Dillon was found guilty of as-EMPRESS FLOUR.
.
requested to attend.
day.
him that he would have to be Identbattery,
being fined $50,
V. H. Jack, the
GEORGE H. WILSON, X. G.
T1."11
cattle
Make
excuse, (if you tfhouid for-gno
ified.
J. C. Koela of St. Louis, an experi- which he paid.
,
raiser of Grant county, and president
the order), that you could not
Houston left to secure some one to
enced orchardlst. Is In the city lookthe Territorial Cattle Sanitarv
And it. for every flrst-cU- u
identify him, and, during his absence FORTUNE FOUND
ing for a suitable place to purchase,
frooes
One gambler, too drunk' to appear ''ard, came In from the south this
haadles EMPRESS. You trill aiirtr
Mr. Douglas came In with the mescn whlcn he may establish an orchard.
morning,
court,
sufferingiu
proceeded
on
and
from
and
hail
to
good
find
a
Santa
bread,
good
sage telling of the Borgery. A police
biscuits,
good
IN DEAD LETTERS
Capta;n Henry Warren, manager of case of "snakes," was in the holdover Fe, where he has some Important
pastry cad moat Important of all,
officer was telephoned for. and before
the Aztec Cottle company of Arizona, this morning, but was not given a busluess to tratisact today. He stated
good cheer to greet you wrhen yo
his arrival. Houston returned will)
More than $.".6,000 was found in ft - ame in from El Paso this morning. hearing.
that a special coach of Silver City
come home for your dinner. Try H.
George V. Crane, a pressman, and de- 000,000
Elks, destined for the Denver conletters that have been He will go out. to Holbrook tomorrow-eveningEMPRESS FLOUR la tha Emprsaa f
manded the ticket anu money, saying disposed dead
TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHTI vention, will come up from the south
of in the last vear nndor
that Mr. Crane would Identify him. me
all cthsrs.
tomorrow
LUNCH
morning;,
FREE
AT
he
direction
join
THE
of
will
Fourth
and
Assistant
WHITE
private
A
dispatch
received late
Ticket Agent Fouts, to gain time
them
t.i
l.aniy
ELEPHANT.
Junction
accomDe
rosimaster
and
Re
Graw.
ueneral
yesterday
afternoon give3 the informuntil the arrival of the officer, engaged sides money
pany! hem on to Denver.
there were manv vain- - ation that San Francisco was pretty
Houston and Crane in an argument con" ables.
About $40,000 was restored to badly touched up with two earthquake
cerning tne identification, which was the owners
v PoiesaJe Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
I
and the balance was shocks again yesterday and in conseSTATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
'kept up some thirty minutes, until an
quence the people there are again
officer arrived, and placed Houston un- turned into the treasury for redemp
tion.
very much alarmed.
Build-iWEHAVEJuder arrest.
ST
A warrant was sworn out, charging
The Paul Teutsch agency today sold
a ticket to John Tucco, the San Anhim with Intent to defraud the Santa AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK
-- Fe
tonio coal mine operator, for a trip to
Railway company by means of a
(Parii, France)
U. S. A. DEPOSITORY Turin. Italy. Mr. Tucco will take the
forged telegram, and he was given a
AT THE CLOSE of mic iKircc iiiivi ioa
hearing, wit., tne above results, as
steamer La Provence from New York
ORGANIZED MAY 1. 1E99.
Powders, Rouge,-boaps,
stated in me opening naraeranh
Just as tbis paper goes to press It Is In a fw days, and leave it on its ar..
learned that the American National rival at Havre, Prance.
Toilet Waters and their special line of bulk ; -ASSETS.
LIABILITIES.
bank of this city has been designated,
E. M. Saujule and W. P. Kuchen-becke- r, r li st Mortgage
TWO MORE ARRESTS
and Stock
Class "A" Stock.
by the I'nited States treasurer a Unit6,342.80
Quadruple Extracts.
n
two
of
Ixian
$ls3.7;7.!i Class "B" Stock.
28.9.r0.iiO
States depositary for the deposit Gallup, came In from thecitizens
IN LIBEL SUIT ed
east
this
Furniture
and Fixtures.
OU. 45 Class "C" Stock
of government funds.
2,259.36
Only a few morning and proceeded on
to Santa Cash on hand
10.478.52 Class "D" Stock
3.243.7D
times ha the United States treasurer te. They were accompanied
by At Real staie
GROWING OUT OF CHARGES AND ever designated a bank in a
3,373.f.H Class "E" Stock
1.253.25
small torney Field, who represents theni In Sundry Del, tors
X.712.56 Class "F" Stock
COUNTER CHARGES IN REFER-ENCET- town a depositary, and never has he the Gallup town
145.2 14.05
-In
election
sunabble
ClassF Full Pald' Stock.
1.211.58
RECENT ELECTION IN designated oue so young as the Amer- hearing before Judge McFie.
Btn Telrphones.
18,470.31
Undivided Profits
117 West Railroad Avtnu
ican National bank of this city. The
i
BARELAS.
Under the guidance of R. L. pri
bank has been In business less than
$26,944.05
son, .Mr. and Mrs. Robert E Pntnev
206,944.03
Yesterday u the court of Justice of four months and has already gotten a
a spin in their handsome automo
I, C. E. Perry. Secretary of the Southwestern Savings,
the Peace Jose Miguel Chaves. Fru-tos- good share of the banking business of took
and BuildA NICE, COOL SMOKE
Campos und M. Daniel, arrested this community. The designation of bile last night, and the big machine ing Association of Ijis Vegas, New Mexico, do swear that the above statelike
un
worked
bank
as
this
old
a
In
a few ment Is correct, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
veteran.
United States depositon complaints signed by Qulrino Coul-te:-- .
a deputy sheriff, charging- crim- ary speaks volumes' for the soundness days Mr. Putney will know how to run
C. E. PERRY, Secretary.
Is coming your way when you light up.
Besides having the auto himself, and then be will be
inal libel, were siven a h. arlng and of the institution.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of .Inly. lOOrt.
making
twenty
hour1
run
in
record
local stockholders, who
the cool
a
White Uly. From wrapper o' fitler '
bound over to await tht, action of the alout
V. O. HAYDON, Notary Tnblic.
are among the most successful and of evening out over the m'-.giand Jury.
It's
fine flavored," well cured tobacco
Correct Attest;
H. f3. COORS, JAMES S. DUNCAN. Directors.
substantial of the town, this bank
Campos waived examination,
reput
together by deft and experienced
among
its stockholders eight
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
fused bail and iaid he wan'ed t J go numbers
N. E. STEVENS, General Agent, Room 3, First National Bank
hands. Smokers swear by tho White
to Jail. DanU-- l tuinisned bond. The bankers and severtl capitalists, the
ing, Albuquerque, N.
Arrival of trains todav Is reported
Lily brand. Just 5 cents for one; 2.00
two men a;e ehnrecd with having a combined wealth of whom is several
dollars. Silver Citv Enter as follows: No. 1 anil first 'o 7 on
.
a box of 50.
lettfr luu.lished In tin- La Handera million
'
7
prise.
No.
time:
second
at 12:5o a. m.; No.
Americana, siened bv themselves. In
I Note
h
p.
S:25
4,
at
This Is the Silver City bank
in.; No.
on i inie .
which they criticue the Harelas elec0
tion bebl jiin,. 4. and allege" tliat in which certain Albuquerque gentle.
men
are Interested, among them being CAR
ni!'er, K. Montoya and other depLOAD OF BURROS
;0
I. H. Herndon. of the State Vutfnnal
uties had intimlila:d voters in an at- batik
1131, WEST RAILROAD
AVINUfet
tempt tr carry lhe election.
FOR ELKS' PARADE jo
Coulter himself was recently bound
The telephone
makes the
The telephone preserves you'
over to await the action of the grand GENERAL
A Trinlilad special s;iyP;
RUCKER DEAD
One of
jury, on a chaw of criminal libel prehealth, prolongs your life and
the most unique ftatures in Hie Elks'jA duties lighter. the cares less,
ferred by Ks'nvio Vigil.
h.i alleges
IN LOS ANGELES parade at Denver next week will come
Finest Whiskies
nd the worries fewer.
thai he was cai'' d all the had names
protects
your home.
0
i!
i ,',
ii in
car- - A
uiui auo.
inn il
in the caienddr in a card published
,
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
News has hem received l,y terri- loail )f biirm-- wis shipped from Wal-iin La opinion
Publics, a Spanish
t.j De nver, and for every burro 9
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
in YOUR HOMI
torial
l.y
friend
BARNETT, Prop'r.
sigiul
Vigil
and
of
the deceased, of the d jiair of antieiK has been made. Dur- Coulter.
JOSEPH
I'i'i'r.
wrs nisi iiiaile a party u yes'erday's death of brigadier General Lewis H. ini: the ;
araile the Wsilseii .in g KllsjO
9AMPLK AND
I'niied Slates arniv. retired,
rr.wi lain!, I.ut he was n:t in court at Riicker,
0 I
ni line me tiiiiros, on wnicn will ue
at I .os Angeles. Cal.,
West
Avenue
Railroad
Mu'udav last.
tne hearing.
CLUB
ROOMS
manufacture,
inirie:
Me
was stationed in Sanfl'mrney wioci, ai ;iar I"'- .it" com- 'entral Riu-kel!.i:i)iiig ,i;iif-sswhile the def t udants ta Fe at the headqiirters of the disNext Tuesday evening
.Madge
ai
iiri-ii't d ,y Mudebto Ortiz ami trict of New Mexico from U"t; to Wallace, of
M, is exjiect- W. H. chiiiit-rswho will no doin,. ISM, while first lieutenant and regi- ed
THE
arrive in the ri:y The young
mental fjUir
make i s'lt iiiKius tiiili; iiaainst the
of the
Ninih Ij.Iyto will
become
lhe tu s' of Mrs.
na i y of the instnt iibe! law. I'nited Slates cavalry, then under the
ami her uatighters Mrs.
which has ueeti liuriiil ami tetnirrect-- t command of ( neral Edward Hatch. E. .1. (iilison
.
H
W;(
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
j!so deceased. (iHieral Rucker had Stanley
:1
and Mi-- s E.!iiH
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
iln:-sand at'ivriatiy thtiu to a i.iieh
Slilrt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them cormany friends throughout New Mex
in
the woods nmr lhe Gran. Catiyt-iiT!:n J'l'y iiiiinlier ft the Sii:hwenr-- : and was well and favoralily known.
rectly and will deliver thera to you In a nice bix they will not I
Lumfcer, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
where tiiey i!l sojourn evra! .
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
,
l.vanue paper lias just
isiiieil. if is a
s
r. 1
YOURS
FOR
Back of Postoffic.
SAUSAGE-EATINTHE
TAKING
CONTEST
FOR
I er
First and Marquette
and eni)ii;,is sume mighty (.od FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Call tha Red Wagons.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
EOYS, AT THE CASINO TONIGHT.
it a.! i;u f'r the temperance caue.
Auto., 319; Colo., Rsd 148.
CASH PRIZES.
good-lookin-
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AFTERNOON

A USEFUL COAT

A BEAUTY GOWN

GOWN

A FRENCH

FROCK FOR

GOWN

A

SMALL

GlkL

stunning dress for afternoon occasions Is fashioned from Muck
Pekln silk gauze. This delicate fabric Is boldly embroidered with huge
black silk dots. The gauze Is mounted upon u liebe blue silk, and Into It
Inserts, In
Mechlin
Is Introduced
graceful perpendicular designs.
Thc.gown is designed upon the em
pire lines, the high girdle and kniklSj
upon the sleeves being made of black
panne velvet. The yoke is also of
the Mechlin lace, and from a round
form sinks Into a narrow waistcoat.
t which ends In the velvet girdle.
Worn with this gown is a co- quettishly odd little hat. It is saucer.
shape, and set well over the torhead
A

j

j

STUNNING GOWN
i

stunning gown for" the cool days
of summer Is fashioned from checked
silk voile. The tone of the dress is
blue, the checked being formed with
.. ....11..... ii
.1 ..
II..
floiuina- eiiuw-lt:Ufrp
iiinn i
tion of the dress Is delicate bluei
radium.
About the bottom of the skirt arej
three folds. The skirt is a gored clr- cular one, and falls upon the ground
f(;r couple of Inches. The surplice of
the bodice is fashioned from pale blue;
taffeta. This Is trimmed with emopens
i broidery in the same tone, and
upon a yoke of creamy. Vonise.
The blue appears again In the silk
belt, which is held in place by two'
large rosettes of the same material.
The tnlia if thp iirnttro fill tinlnw tho'
A

1

1

j

Ecru foulard is the material used
for a beauty gown which is Intended
occassuins: Tiny rings
for deml-dres- g
the
decorate
in opalescent shades
'
Bilk.
Heavy Tussor lace, in the ecru
tone, combined with embroidered
batiste, gives the frock a decided air
of elegance.
The robe is built upon the princess
lines, the necessary fullness at the
trips being gained by tiny tucks. The
yoke and the petticoat opening are of
the soft batiste, which are outlined
with the Tussor lace. The batiste Is
also gathered In attractive rosettes,
which form a pretty trimming for the
corsage and skirt. The short sleeves
are puffed and end in a deep flounce,
which Is headed with the ecru batiste.
FOR THE

COWS

STOlit

JmtW

A

bewitching frock for

i

To l.e worn with light colored mulls belt.

PEARL

GRAY

AND BLACK

i

j
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ACCESSORIES

Dainty linen accessories form one
of the
features
feminine wardrobe this season. Col-- i
lars, cuffs, pnrasol and the shawl- like coat collar are, among the treas- ures that every girl sighs for. If' she;
Is" handy with her needle they are'
hers.
A pretty collar for the outer coat!
la made of heavy linen. Its slightly
scalloped edge and eyelet embroid-- 1
are not difficult to make. High,
deep cuffs are made on the same
model. They are fastened with large
A pretty stock and
linen buttons.
tabs have a scalloped edge, and small!
dabs of embroidery.
White linen parasols are much more
popular than silken ones. An em- broldered band sets one off, as does
monogram of Its
the, heavy wrought
'
owner.

of the fascinating
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DINNER

GOWN

Black cluny lace, over while taft-:aforms a handsome dinner gown. IrVu
In pearl grey and black is a stun- - guipure, a touch of violet velvet and
nlng hat for occasslons when a dark embroidered batiste, serve to make
gown is worn. It Is the English walk-er- this combination of color and faUrics
ing shape, and is made of black satin, Into a stunning toilet.
The narrow brim curves down at the
The foundation of the gown is white
front and back, while the crown is a and so are the motifs of the rish lace
high straight one.
(which are applied to the cluny. The
Massed in front U a huge choux of shoulders of the bodice have a ntiMnt
pearl grey maline. This holds a long droop. Below these are short stiff
handsome plume of grey, which puffs, which form a pjrtion cf The
s.
passes over the left side of the hat
and curls low onto the hair. The
These puffs, the shallow yoke, mid
crown Is encircled with folds of pearl narrow front breadth of the frown are
grey satin of a silvery finish.
of the embroidered barlsie.
demi-sleeve-

i

j

Dotit Imagine that the strenuous
exercises so much recommended
as a panacea fer all ills, will
so strengthen ffour bodv as to
revfut
cotiMimption.
Many who have taken
such exercises have died of consumption. Many more will succumb to this
disease. Many more will die prematurely, as others have in the past, of
diseases brought on by violent and unnatural exerlcses. Athletes die quicker
from consumption than their weaker
brethren. Many persons In the flrat
siages of consumption who were not
aware of the presence of the disease,
have hastened Its progress bv these
exercises.
Don't sleep. If It can be avoided. In
a room with a- consumptive.
Don't kiss or unnecessarily shake
hands with a consumptive.
Keep your premises clean. Have a
thorough spring and fall house clean- - .
ARTICLE 4.
I:ig every year. See that thl Is more
How to Avoid Consumption. than
'a lick and a promise."
The important points in the preDon't occupy premises formerly ocvention of consumption are pure air, cupied by a consumptive,
unlss the
sanitary surroundings, an auundance premises nave been thrrcugliiy
disinof light and fresh air, and cleanliness fected. Rememoer
'hat the germ of
in the dwelling, office and wrk shop, consumption may
retain Its vitality
proper clothing, good food iproperly for weeks or months,
in houses, escooked, moderate rest and recreation, pecially when
with dampavoidance of all excessei in other ness, darkness associated
or dirt.
words, moderate living. The excesOvercrowding is
sive use oi' alcoholic liquors lowers vl. factors In infection. one cf the chief
tality favors Infection and hastens
The greater danger of Infection is
Every one should in the house the dwelling,
a fatal termination.
workbe prepand to battle with consnmp-tic.- i shop, the office where :ne the
sun and
It. spreads its terrors in the huts air play a far less active
role than out
of the poor and the dwellings of the of doors. In dark places,
lie l. Weakiy persons partlcnlaity do we find greater danger.especially,
"s" who hive been exposed to the courts and rooms shut off mAlleys,
light
disease or those descended from con- are ftpecial breeding placesIr of consumptive parents, should constantly sumption. But do not
dread coming
be on their guard against this dis- near a consumptive.
Do rot
ease. These persons should seek out- his disease as contagious, iike regard
smalldoor occupations. Don't spit on the pox, diphtheria or scarlet fever. Much
sidewalk, on the floor of any build harm has been done through &, to- ing, strett car or other public con .oujr
iiunairuuiea iear rr the con- tho
veyance nhnro
n av
pi'" . w. will ho - a.
i.v. culttnn
stiiiiiiiivf vtnrn nna ist'cui h m to
come dry and permit the spread of he avoided as n leper. Consumptives
me Reims wiucu n maji
..ur me only a source of dejiger turough
you must spit, do so in a gutter, e- s- dischaiges from
diseased tissues
pecially one containing water, in the chiefly the sputum and if these are
opening of a sewer or in a spittoon, destroyed, contact with consumptive
Set a good example Tor the cousump- - patients Ui free from danger
it has
tives. and thus contribute towards the
been
conclusively demon-savinor many lives, including, per- - st rated that there is no infection in
chance, your own.
the breath of a consumptive.'
No Spit, No Consumption.
Don't drink out t' any slass. cup
you.
yourself are afflicted with or vessel which ha been used by
If
withyou
mav be.
consumption, (and
another, inlets it has liefn carefully
out knowing it), your spitting on" the weshed. Let this apply to all drink-floor- s
of your apartments may cause injr und e.itinj; uten-ils- .
Dnn't
wear
a further Infection of your own lungs, clothing
which has ieen its.nl by
frequently recover from other, unless properly disinfected,
their disease without any treatment Avoid "runimae sales." Don't work
whatever, when removed from the n a rooni wntMe nH,re s no fivah air
sources of infection. Join in the anti- - Don't sleep in a room where there is
spit 'crusade.
Favor the enactment no frevh air. Have plenty or fresh
a.id enforcement of laws prohibiting air in ycur sleeping and livh; rooms,
spitting on sidewalks or fl3ors, in n iM)th summer and winter. Fresh
conveyances.
street cars
air helps to kill the germ.-- of con-Deverything In your power to pie. sun: ;i ton. Endeavor to l.ivat lie an
vent those with whom you live or aounds.ice of fresh air day and night,
work
from spitting on Avoid mouth
breathing.
Breathe
carpets or floors icf the house, the of- - through your nostrils. If i.nai! to
flee or the work shop. Use every en- do this, consult a physician.
If vour
deavor to cause the consumptive with clothing or shoes become wet, make
whom you live, work or associate to u change as soon as possible. Don't
properly dispose of his sputum. If neglect u cold or cougn. Countless
you are a woman, do not wear skirts graves are filled with those who have
which sweep the sidewalk of the spit done so. Colds reduce tne vital forces
now-a-da-

.
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or-oth-
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small girl

tered over which are tinv clusters of
IplnU rosebuds. Ecru batiste and plain
nine organdie assist to make It a
charming dress.
The loose empire effect, so becoming to little women, is obtained by
hanging the skirt directly from the
small round yoke. This is of the embroidered batiste. The narrow full
A French gown which was made for
frills are of the blue organdie shawn
the, most elaborate occassions of day In the Van Dyke slashed skirt. This
wear, is of soft pink clalr de lune silk. trimming appears also at the should
'It Is trimmed with Irish guipure and ers. the frills forming
short sleeves.
bands of velvet in a deeper pink.
The tabs are outlined with pale
The under bodice, the sleeves and blue liberty rlblon. The same gracethe odd little sklit yoke are of the ful ribbon forms a shower bow at the
lace.
The skirt Is trimmed with left of the yoke in front.
bands of the velvet, and the revers
and girdle are also of this fabric. The
FOR TRAVELING
yoke is of batiste, ecru in tone, and
embroidered wlih its own shade of
silk.
A picture hat of burnt leghorn is
bent in graceful lines. Shaded pink
roses are scattered upon tlu brim and
crown, while tips of the same pink as
the gown are placed upon the highly
turned up left side.
i

and organdies a bewitching little coat
is of tucked mousseline. There Is no
warmth to it, its beauty being Us'
chief claim to usefulness.
This delicate bolero is shot to the
It is
waist line, and Is sleeveless.
cream In color, and Is edged aijout
with a flowered rillon, the floral design being in a multiplicity of shades.
A broad curving straw hat Is of a
light tender green. The soft crown is
swathed in panne velvet, while the
many plumes are shaded from white
to a lettuce green.

a

of s ven is of pale 'blue organdie, scat

(By special arrangement
with a
prominent tuberculosis expert of this
city. The Evening Citizen will publish a series ot articles, one each Saturday, dealing with that malady,
which Is fast becoming the national
disease, consumption, or the 'Great
White Plague." These articles, written as they ure, by one who has made
this specific malady a life study, will
treat of the disease from its Incep-tlc- n
to its most advanced stage, and
were secured and will be published
In the nope that ,.y their venisal some
unfortunate being may be saved, and
u oniy one, out of The Citizen s many
readers, profits t.iereliy to the extent
of successfully combating the dreaded
disease, then tne physician who writes
these articles, and the paper which
publishes t'ntm. will feel fully repaid
tor their trouble and expense.)
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filth

If

and thus carry disease into the house.
put in your mouth money, or!
articles which have been promlscu- ously handled by ol ners.
Don't put your finger in your mouth
nostrils unless it is perfectly clean.
Dcn't neglect to wash your hands be
fore you eat.
Keep the body clean. Bathe frequently. Exercise dail- - in the open
afr in cold weather or In warm. Walk
ing. swimming, cycling, golfing, horse
hack riding or otner exercises catts- Ing deep breathing, are all of ad- vantage, if practiced in moderation..
Walk erect. Brea.the through your'
nostrils, always. -

j

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER

j

New York, July 14. There seems
be as great a variety in style:!
as' there is for their
lor the chllc-.relders, of i::'zh linen leads the ma-- 1

1i

germs

I.ndu

n.i
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't
consumption to get a
hold in the lungs. The history of a
large percentage of consumption casep
is the history of neglected colds.
Watch your general hea.lth. A prescrij-n- r
tion foi your cougn mav save vour
life and the lives of others. Avoid
patent medicines, or "cure alls," fitted frr each and every person.
Don't moisten your finder or thumb
with your saliva when you turn the
leaves of a book or uaudle money or
papers.

iot

foot-Don-

the shoulder seams to the belt. The Is one developed from brown hoiland,
neck is cut In a V und completed with which is cut with a narrow pointed
a deep rolling collar edged with a yoke of embroidery, back and trout,
row of white Insertion inside of which on each side of which the fullness of
(Continued in next Saturday's issue
terlals, and the Empire modes the was a white shield piece and collar. the liody is disposed by means o:
styles. Irf spi'a of the motners needle A bow of white ribbon finished the tucks from the shoulder to yoke e'epth
of The Evening Citizen.)
and the visiting dressmaker there are closing of the rolling collar and a while the fullness of the center fr.mt
establishments and women in this ciry draped belt of the ribbon is worn, is gathered to the yoke. The sleeve J
that do nothing else but cater to the The sleeves are full to Just below the are made in bishop style and the
Sublimity In Garbage Work.
A Hard Lot
elbow from which points they are deep hem at the bottom of the skirt
wants of the little ones.
The work that Milton Poet has! of trouble to contend with, spring
As with her elder sister the Eton tucked and gathered into white cuffs. is finished with stitching.
done since he has taken up the garb- - from a torpid liver and blockaded
age contract has been satisfactory. bowels, unless you awaken them to
Russian suits also make good play
or Empire bolero suit used with a The seven gore Bkirt has the center
arrangement
is
surplice
odd
An
circular or princess skirt appears as gores both front and back laid in dresses. A Jaunty little feuit of this
In faqt, n. has been the most satis-- their proper action with Dr. King's
lte feature of a haudsome street
most popular for the young miss, plaits and stitched in tuck effect to order was made from blue chambray.
factory done for tae city in yeais. New Life Pills; the plcasantest and
gown. The surplice effect, which is the
while for traveling the pony jacket Just above flounce depth.
with collar, closing band on the left
Ihus far only two complaints have most effective pill for Constiuation.
i gracefully pretty as it Is unique. will be extensively worn.
White linen and embroidery was side, belt and wrist bands of white
been made from territory over which They prevent appendicitis and tone up
opens upon a chemisette of pale lavFor the traveling dress grey mix- employed in an afternoon costume linen. Buttons are the only addiLorain (O.) 'iMews. the system. 25c at all druggists.
he has passed.
ender which Is delicately embroid ture is the most serviceable color, and for a miss of fifteen. The waist was tional decoration.
o
gown
is petunia in color. the checks and over plaids are also tucked and stitched to form two sinered. The
w
tFSL
"Dr. Thomas' Bclectric Oil is thel A man who stole a quarter was sent
III
traveling a long coat made afFor
the material used being a light weight used and have a good deal of trim- gle
best remedy for that often fatal dia- - to prison for six years by a New York
on each side of the ter the style of her older sister's rainlanBdowne.
This traveling coat decends to the ease croup. Has been used with sue- - Judge while one vho stole $100,000 was
ming in the way of braid especially front closing. The sleeves were tuck- coat would be useful, and a pretty
Oriental embroidery. In tone of soft
allowed to go free, and lots or folks
cess in our family for eight years."
lace collar and cuffs, silk ed above the 'narrow little cuffs above style for a short coat for dressier floor in length.
purple and ecru, edges the corselet soutache
appear surprised. The surprise is that
It Is made from the popular Tussor, Mrs. L. Whlteacre, Buffalo, N. Y.
bands and fancy buttons. Most of the which they are very full. The skirt wear could be constructed from heavy
skirt from the hem to the. middle of trimmings are of the same shade as is a seven gore model and tucked to white linen in pony style, having a which is used so mutrt for traveling
a'man who stole 1100,000 in New York
o
they
h faoriiow. The swrplice nd sleeves
wraps, and Is of a soft tan shade. It
"Let 'em Make all the noise
waa ever arrested.
deep square collar of
material or a contrasting form inverted seams and
linen
dress
the
,
may-says
the
are also trimmed with it.
color. For day and and the hem is decorated with several embroidery edged with narrow em- is cut on princess litre, the broad please on the Fourth."
same
of
shade
the
anystop
Anyway, the long shirt issue in
The same general tones are used In evening wear all the dainty colors, rows of stitching. With this costume broidery, cuffs of the same, full revers and shoulder arrangement giv- or of Milwaukee "We won't
Then they d celebrate the sis will end the general belief that
the hat. The ecru is reproduced In the such as the popular pink, bine, green a fancy
I couple of
.worn, a turn sleeves and fancy buttons as a decor- ing It a graceful air.
belt
is
leather
jthey
they?
don't wear shirts in Kansas.
huge buttons fasten tt at the waist Fourth in Milwaukee, do
natural color of the leghorn hat. "The
the delicate pastel shades, over embroidered collar and plaid tie, ation.
roses underneath the flaring rim are and yellow,
line.
m great tavor. silk gloves, and a white straw sailor
are
all
lingerie
white
above
hat
above
all
The
is
liked
and
o a delicate lavender, while the
Nothing is smarter as a traveling
Very stylish would be an Eton cos
with a band of black velvet, others for the little tots and two or
plumes are of the petunia tume and suitable for traveling, made trimmed
A
bow on the right side In three will be none too many for hat than the Porto Rico straw.
a
chiffon
rough one with a stiff brim is
and ecru shades.
from a fine overchecked medium grey which was stuck a white and grey them, and for the vacation have a few small
the crown Is twisted
mohair, a material and color that will quill, while beneath the brim and little sunbonnets for wear while at in ecru. About
A DAINTY WHITE HAT
blu
taffeta silk, while bunched at
stand much wear and tear. The skirt covering the deep handeau was a their play.
pattern and Is quilling of
A pretty little bathing suit coukl the left side are shaded bine roses.
maline. This
is cut by a three-piec- e
effect on each model would be pretty made up in be made from blue sateen made with
stitched la box-pla- it
A LINGERIE HAT
side of the front gore and tucked to blue cashmere with fancy Bilk bands a full skirt gathered in a band to the
yoke depth and the hem is finished by for decoration and having a blue hat loose waist having square collar and
several rows of stitching, ine sngnt-l- y to match the costume.
short sleeves. For very little girls
In looking over the exhibits of two the bathing suit is often made as litfull front of the Jacket Is tucked on
gathof our largest stores that cater ex- tle knickerbockers Joined to a blouse
the shoulders to yoke depth and
ered In at the waistband. Around the tensively to the needs of children, I waist, while the bathing suits of. the
neck, down the fronts and over the notice that plaits and checks were boys are usually made on the
waist band is a prettily shaped fac more In evidence than the plainer panajamas style.
ing decorated with stitching and but- colors. An attractive little suit for a
But the little men of the family
tons and a norrow braid heading. little girl, made in sailor fashion from have been by no means forgotten
The Jacket is tucked on each side white and blue checked linen was Pretty little suits iu blouse style are
near the arm size. The sleeves are finished with a sailor collar and cuns:snown in wnue, uiue, tan. linen, serge
Of course, everyone of
elbow length and are finished by of dark blue linen. The blouse was or flannel.
cuffs. Worn with rut from a recular sailor model with! these liitl eentleinen wants to conv
nolnted turned-bac- k
this is a white linen waist beautifully! a yoke fating in the front and is faced as far as possible father, brother or
embroidered, grey" silk gloves, and a up the front to where the points of the uncle and in this regard he will be
grey chip hat decorated with a fold or; sailor collar met In a chic little bow. able to satisfy himself In his best
white Bilk and two long quins, ine The shield piece Is of white linen. clothes; but the boy also wauts to
shoes were of fine leather having The waist blouses prettily under box- - play and while at play, he dot not
grey uppers.
plaited skirt cut with five gores and, want to be botherer with much style
Ask
A dainty frock made from embrold- - attached to a body or underwalst, the, or even clothes themselves, so give at
forBooKle
ered batiste would be pretty for even- sleeves are full and gathered by tucks those times the kind he can tumble
waist into narrow little cuffs at the wrists.
Ing wear fashioned from a
about in without any fear of a tear
of very graceful cut tucked to slum-- 1
a pretty little frock of nainsook or a strain.
down the front trimmed with Swiss embroidery for a
late three
For his morning suit our lad should
finished at the low, round Dutch necki little maid of six has a round yoke of have knickerbockers of chevoit or
with a band of insertion. A bertha; the Swiss cut with a Dutch neck; the; serge for wear with wash blouses,
starts from each side of the center blouse fullness is laid in tucks be- -, Oue model show a striped gingham
With smart while linen costumes
back, runs over the shoulders and .neath this and stitched down a short having
down each side of
with dainty organd:es frocks no
to distance and is trimmed with two the front. The collar is a detachable or
down each side of the
he;Kl dress for country wear is pret
skirt rather deep tucks running across the one and may be replaced with those tier
the waist line. The three-piec- e
than a hat of lingerie. A chic one
As the sultry days of July and is trimmed witn rour ruines eugeu rront and back. The elbow sleeves; of white linen and a detachable tie. modeled alter a Parlsleune
one. is
August approch more and more are with lace and headed with a lsmd of, are In short pun effect, and are fin- - Another blouse fastened on the risht made from
heavy linen. The bold
utire white huts to be seen. These the Insertion, and this lace finished Ished by a row of fancy lace beading side, and on the left was decorated scalloped edge is fashioned with em
are as light in weight as they are the sleeve ruffles and the bertha, and lace. The straight full skirt isij.y a deep pocket quite usable by the broidery anglalse. it Iteing
sur
while the belt Is made from a band, sewed on to the waist and is trim- - user of pockets; this blouse was fur-o- f mounted with a wreath of small deep
airy In appearauce.
A, charming, dainty one Is round In
The sleeves are twojmed with two deep tucks and a sash ther ornamented with white ptrap shaped dog roses. An Immense bow
insertion.
as! Is worn around the waist.
form and worn well over on the brow, deep ruffles adjusted to sleevu-cap- s
trimmings, a standing collar and nar- - of turquoise blue atln ribbon looms
A blouse up
row bauds at the w rist.
t is fashioned from cream white a foundation. The belt may be a, For morning, nothing is so
in front. Mingled with this is a
Neapolitan, the top twig? one lovely dainty piece of Dresden ribbon with able as brown hollaud slips, in these' that is cool and pleasantly liaise for Binalier bow of linen, with a narrow
n
long
In
quilled
chainthey
dark,
This
to
of
heaps
may
the
tualiue.
is
back.
is
In
play
blue
ends
and'
play
ri-made frour
the sand
embroidered edge.
Blue mercerized gingham was used make mud pies to their heart's con- - brav In sailor style and the bov may
to it.
-.ings in the soft white for a natty gown for morning wear.' tent, while they breath In the strong wear a white s white sifVl.i or not
"What did you see iu your trip
I
the fresh air. and
r.
grow strong and according to the warmth of the around New York on the rubberneck
it the left 8ide. A The waist closes at the left side ofrath-v either.
car?"
I hearty.
roses holds the front anl bus its fulluess in four
'i M'U'-.- ttf
necks."
at the back. er deep tucks stitched down from. Suitable as model for these slips:
CATHERINE M
C: :.t ,iu' :"- '.! ''
-
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Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

NECESSITY

Stroud
Guarantee i

This

Go.

OF CALIFORNIA;
I'm ins tne summer nionthi
refrigerator, one that
a pood
really preserves things, and
does not require much Ice,
i'lt her. AM these, and otner essentials, are found In the i
Is

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
At Cincinnati
R. H.E.
14 2
Clnclnna'i
8
Brooklyn
6 15 5
Batteries
Wicke,
Welmer ' and
Schlel; Mi lntyre, Pastorlous and

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

At

REFRIGERATORS.

Boston

EMMONS

H.E

K.

and

3
3

7
ti

3
2

lawyer
Batterita
Pfelffer and O'Neill.

Gibson

;

York
St. l.ouis-N'egame postponed on account of rain.
At

The FURNITURE MAN
Both 'phone.

Corner Second etreet and Coal avenue.

10

Kling;

and

.'

0
3

8

4
3

St. Ixr.i!

American League.

iork

At New

Chicago

3

New Yoik

I

H.E.I

R.

TUPPER, Prealdent.

LEADING COMPANIES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Business Written From Offlc.al Reports, Exclusive of Indus- trial Insurance.
Company.
Amount.
Premium.
Pacific Mutual
$464,139.00
$10,550,735
New York Life
278.618.0O
6.740,291
121.163.00
3.148,930
MUltable
109,797.00
Northwestern Mutual
3,020,300
Mutual Life
I18.064.o0
.800.535
Metropolitan
78,457.00
2.287,911
i5,774.00
Tne Penn Mutual
1,601.830
63,401.00
1,478.550
Mutual Benefit
60,284.00
1,429.050
Aetna
36,828.00
1.406,345
Union. Central
35:878.00
1.276.345
State Life
39.436.00
Provident Life and Trust
1,129,665
NOTE Pacific Mutual paid foj basis only.
A good reputation at home speaks well for any Institution.
TJfe,
Agents
accident and health, in one policy. Write for particulars.
wanted.

1 F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New
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S.

come down from the Gallinas uiouuOvfen and Sullivan;
Batteries
Hogg and Klelnow.
'.aiiis aoove the reservoir,
R. H.E.
Six months have heen required in
At Washington
8 12
5
building the big reservoir. A tank of Washington
Heavy, Impure blood makes a mudsec-3
4 Hi
' Cleveland
such capacity is needed on that
Hughes and Heydon: dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
tlon of the road, where the well water
Batterlea
'
contains a large percentage of alkali Bernbard. Mo re, Buelow and Bemi. nausea. Indigestion. Thin blood makes
weak, pale, sickly. Burdock
R. H. E you
At Boston
and Is hard on the boilers of the en-8
8 l Blood Bitters majtes the blood rich,
gines. From fhls tank all the water St. Louis
1
5 4 red, pure, restores perfect health.
cars of the division will be filled.
Boston
Batteries
felty and O Connor;
An arroya In the Galiinas mountains
.
The Virginia legislator who introtnrns the water down into the reser-- ! Tannehlll. Glaze and Armhruster.
PRETTY WAITRESS OFFERED
bill last winR. H. E. duced an
en
At Philadelphia
the fall rains and the
$30,000 TO MARRY. voir.
ter has been deserted by his wife.
1
7
4
winter snows come, the tank, it is ex-- ' Detroit
ever get a wife?
3
8 4 How did that fellow
pected, win be filled to the edges and Philadelphia
I1
enough water will be procured' to last
Miss May Lawler, the pretty
Eubanks,
Kllllan:
Batteries
Only 82' Years Old.
V head waitress In the lunrh room 9 through the dry summer.
Schmidt, Wtamer, Coombeg and
"1 am onlv 82 years old and don't
a
department at Harvey's In the '
expect even when 1 get to be real old
Superintenflent McGovern
of the
4 Union station at El Paso, la serl- - 4
to feel that way as long as I can get
Tucson division cf the Southern Pa-- ,
ously considering the proposition
American Association.
Electric Itters." said Mrs. E. H. Brun-soAt St. Pan!
of marriage to a New York bust- - 1 cific railroad has issued a bulletin
Surely there's
of Dublin. Ga.
5
it Cfss niati, who fell In love with 3 Icalling attention of employes to the St. Paul
nothing else keeps the old as young
fact that standard watches only must Toledo
4
her at the station and asked her
and makes the weak as strong as this
j he his wife.
be carried hy 'hem. All watches will
At Milwaukee
Dyspepsia, torpid
grand medicine.
5
The business man, who Is said 1 be Inspected Septemlier 30.
Milwaukee
kidneys, or chronic
' to be a millionaire, fell In love
6 liver. Inflamed
Indianapolis
constltpatlon are unknown after takWord was received at San Bernar
'
City
At
with Miss Lawler at first sight,
ing Electric Bitters a, reasonable time.
dino bv Manager F. T. Perrls of the KansasKansas
City
4 and after making friendly head- .9 Guranteed by all druggists. Price 50c.
Fe oil properties of the recent Columbus
8
way, t.f proposed and offered to it Santa
o
of a spouter In the Santa
pla.v $50,000 In a hank in Miss it development
At .Minneapolis
First Game
"What kind of men are the two senOlinda field. The well has a Minneapolis
7 l.nwler's
6 ators from your state?"
name, if she would ac- it Fe
seven-Incand was put down
5
rent him. Telling her that he S to a depth casing
"Honest enough, I guess, but they're
of 3,735 feet. It spouted Louisville
would return for his answer, the it
Game
Sec:nd
the
weakest men our state ever sent
day.
875
a
rat.e
barrels
the
of
ai
4 to the senate.
Minneaywrfis
millionaire departed for Nogales.
They haven't made a
1 single enemy."
Miss Lawler declines to give the '
Mr. anil Mrs. C. w. ShoUs came In Louisville
4 name of her suitor, and as yet,
from H inslow this morning. Mrs".
v
estern League.
has given no Indication as to
Sholes wi.i leave this evening for
Twenty Year Battle.
At Sioux City
R H. E.
x
The
4 whether she will accept.
"I was a loser In a twenty year batSsu Marcial, wjiere she wul visit Sioux
4
9 2
City
proposal is the talk of the Union
relatives and friends a few weeks.
tle with chronic piles aqd malignant
X
2 10
Des Moines
it station, and although the pretty
Mr. Sholes is the popular superintendsores, until I tried Bticklen's Arnica
d
Gli
al)
PelBatteries
Freese;
.larrott
Manager
waitress is silent.
ent of bridges and buildings of the
Salve: which turned the tide, by curTowne.
and
lea
low, who has seen many mar- coast lints of the Santa Fe, with heading both, till not a trace remains,"
E.
H.
R.
At
Pueolo
Rirls,
fears
Harvey
riases cf
quarters at WInslow.
write A. M. Bruce, of Farmville, Va.
4
4 12
Lincoln
4 that he will soon have to get a
Best for old Ulcers, Cuts. Burns and
10
0
12
Pueblo
A
peons,
new
car
loid of
direct from the
4
head waitress.
FauMorse
Zinran;
Batteries
4
and
it
quarters
c,f
it
it t
1
I dirtiest
of the big cities
M
.Mexico, passed through the city this ret and ...essiK.
"Bill tPlls me the doctor ordered you
"
At Denver
R. H.E. to take a rest."
morning,
en route to work on sections
SANTA FE AFTER BIG
4 12
6
"Yes. but I can't."
ARIZONA BUSINESS In Kansas and Missouri. One little Dtnver
H
4
5
"WTiy not?'
fellow, almost as naked as the day he Omaha
Will Break Monopoly Now Enjoyed by came into the world and just about
Batteries Engle, WrigTit and Wie- "I've got lo work two montlis longSouthern Pacific.
as dirty, attracted more than ordinary gart; Sanders and Gonding.
er to save enough to pay the fee."
attention while the tram waited at the
I
Don't Be Backward, i
If present, plans of the Atchison, depot.
Old Chronic sores.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
Tfipeka &. Santa Fe Railway company
As a dressing for old chronic sores
Vance WHlson. wh: has been
carry the Southern Pacific may not
there is nothing so good as Chamber- sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
a ltosltion for the Santa Fe at lain's Salve. While It is not advisable Liver Tablet.
We are glad to give
much longer enjoy a monopoly of the
traffic with the copper camps of Ari- Englewood, Kan., for the ;past six to heal old sores entirely, they should them to anyone who la troubled with
zona. For some time past the 6anta months, has returned to the city, and'be kept in good condition, for which biliousness, constipation, or any disFe has lieen casting covetous eyes to- will be given a desk In the local this salve is especially valuable. Far order of the stomach. Many have been
e
nipples Chamberlain s Salve has permanently cured by their use. For
wards the Arizona copper campB and freight depot. Mr. Wilson was a
it is reported that the management Is mer enploye of the local depot, hold- - no superior.
For aale by all drug-in- g sale by all drr.gglsts.
down tae line desk. Boys at tne gists.
considering the extension of Its lines
The picnic basket for ale at the
to the Globe, Clifton and Morencl depot welcome his return to the city,
camps.
The president has made It quite Mcintosh Hardware company' (tore
Often Carry the Mostit.ear that he doesn't em potted chlck- - are indispensable foi outing parties.
A branch of the Santa Fe reaches Modest Claim
Co"10'0"- en for lunch.
within forty miles of Globe, and has
vhcn Maxim, the famous gun In- been seeking the only entrance to
MERCHANT TAILORING
com-- j
placed
gun
a
ventor.
nis
before
Yojr Vacation Now
by
what
Globe through the mountains
, Arr,nfle
carry-of
judges,
he
its
stated
canyen;
tremely Low Rate
but the ing
is known as the Box
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WE8T
to be much below what he For the r0UD(
lrfp 10 Canadian
Southern Pacific has been contesting felt power
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMgun
sure
would
the
accomplish.
e
Eng-Ibcanyon.
Northern New York and New
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
the Santa Fe's right to this
was
result
of
therefore
trial
the
CEN-lan,,
,K)ints
vU MICHIGAN
The courts recently decided In favor
great surprise, Instead of disap- - , u T. -- Tha vta.r
My merchant tailoring sliop I ua- atta nnnto "
of the Santa Fe, and It will probably
,
,lc
nun
oui.irromnljito
it
iuc.ivi.
informal on can on or stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- not be long before the road builds to
oi t. namoenain s i one o,i,ir.o v t n.,c..oii vnnWHtini nue, where I solicit the patronage of
Globe, connecting at Phoenix with its maniiiacune
and Diarrhoea Remedy. They passenger Agent. 40 Robert street, the public. All work guaranteed first-clasDeming and Silver City branch. The Cholera
do net pub.icly boast of all this rem-- ; St pau, Minn
w
I ynch Pasgen.
as I have bad fifteen years' exSanta Fe will have to build ab:ut 200 edy will accomplish,
but prefer to let ger Traffic Manager, Chicago, 111.
perience In the business. Suits made
miles to reach the Morencl and Clifii tf unfits mane iiiir Btairiiit;ui9. w IJHl
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
ton camps.
they do claim Is that it will positively
See the picnic basket In the Mcln repaired. The specific I use will not
Copper camps originate enormous cure
diarrhoea,
dysentery,
in
pains
the
company'
tosh
display
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
Hardware
freight business, and the breaking of stomach and bowels, and has never
also cleaned and walking skirt made
the Southern Pacific's monopoly of been known to fall. For sale by all window.
o
to order. Give me a trial.
the Arizona smelter business will be druggists.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
O. BAMBINI.
hailed with enthusiasm by the copper
companies.
Globe, A. T.. has shown such remarkable growth in population and
-business that the Gila Valley, Globe
AND CURE
LUNC8
& Northern railroad, which Is owned
by the Southern Pacific, has become
inadequate, and the Southern Pacific
WITH
is expending fl.5oo.0oo In rebuilding
COM BINtS
the road, a distance of 125 miles. A
new roadbed is being built and heavTWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
ier rails laid, with the Idea of overLENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
coming the expensive washouts.
0NSUMPTI0N
Prie
APART OK INTEKFEliE

I railroad
I TOPICS I

1
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KBFOKM BIFOCUDS

Nov Discovery

60c1.00
Frc Trial.

WITH THE

SIGHT.

THROAT and LUNO
or MONEY BACK.

S,

rr-

-

was damaged considerably
and the hridge across the Noith Canadian river is in danger. The river
is rising a the rate of one foot per
hour, doing extensive damage to farm
and stock. The basement of the new
Norwood hotel was entirely flooded,
practically ruing the kitchen and engine room.
HURRYING

WORK

--

us

-

iron and Braaa Casting; Ore, Coal and tnmber Car;
kafUat.
Pullrya, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colnmni and Iroa Promt fat
Buildings- -

Foundry

cut

p0ltty

Mining mnH mill Mmehlntry
of railroad track.

aid

albaqaara, n.

M.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
nral Boildtng SoppUrs
SCREEN DOORS

YA7

Third a.nd MarquttU

Both Phones

XXXXXXXX4XX4
STEAM

THORNTON

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
N.MEX.

ALBUQUERQUE

Furniture

o

..Spring Wagess
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

Moving, pack-

Man.

ing and shipping, unpacking and
up, and la no upstart at
other
the business. There la
Just Thornton. Both 'Phone.
737 South Walter Street

setting

xoxoxxoxxxxxx

If quality
and pric 1

bit we yon
twant,
asi

Thos. F. Keleher
VARNISHES
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters. Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five year and
stops leaks. Cae'a paid for Hide and
Pelta.
AVENUE
408 WEST RAILROAD
PAINTS,

AND

OILS,

that you git

us a onanc
to figure wltb

J.

KORBER

nir-iir-

r-

i

and Salt Meata.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

j j j j

oooccooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxw

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co. Coffeea,
Granite Flour.

SCREEN TIME
I

L, H, SHOEMAKER

PIONKE

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

line and gaa stove repaired.
Next to Walton' drug tor, South
Third street.

BAKERY

WEDDING

BALLING.

CAKES

A

m.

3S5 IEa

7

UP TO DATE SIGNS

A. E. WALKER,
rimm

iNSumANce.

UNDERTAKERS

am API

Secretary Mutual Building Aaaoel
tion. Office at 217 Weat Raifcrc
avenue.

M.
and

Falrrlew
Superintendent
Santa Barbara Cam eterlea
MONUMENTS

II

N. Second UU Bot

201-Z1-

Lucero

Am

208 WE8T SILVER AVE.

SPECIALTY.

Dealera in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,

215-21-

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.

STRONG BLOCK.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first clasa baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

tot i

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)

SIMON

Avery, Boeton

w.ilh Mauger

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

MAUGEP

WOOL

Beat

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Albuquerqum,

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

W. E.

Free DelWery.
Orders Solicited.
Soutb Second Street.

Agent.

and Window
mad to order.

Door

mocccccxyyyyxxxxxxxxxyyxxm

Groceries.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter
Earth.

her.

screen

'a

Staple and Fancy

MELINI & EAKIN

RetailAlbuqnerque

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NtXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

"

Bond.

you.

ir t

203

Prices

F. C. PRATT

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

i

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent

THE CELEBRATED

Sole

n""ii-i-

in

CO., Wholesale and

&

PRESCRIPTIONS

All Kinda of Fresh

In

mi

WE FILL

Meat Market

Bottled

x''

Yi

THIRD STREET

213

np

CUr
He is 'he

Tfc

very thing.

Clean

Bain mi Cii
Hickory Wagons

CLEAN KG

CARPET

urain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order (or
this lint with us.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

for all
Burnt and Uuickeat CureTROUB-E-

Machine Works

p. HALL, Proprlmtcr

m

CSV

-

!

Dr. King's

OLDS

Foundry and

Albuquerque

GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
4
FAT
til Pri At I i a
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

j

BLOCK RAILWAYS AND
FLOOD HOTEL AND FARMS
The heavy rains ihat fell Wednesday night did considerable damage in
Miaw nee. Okla , and
vicinity. The
Rock Island tracks were flooded and
3oo feet washed away. The l;itei urban line between Shawnee and

-'

ELITE tAFE

i

RAINS

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

OF

CORNER

FER 8TABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Coppei Avenue.

a

OUGHtaad

tli;

inteeta

Albuquerque Carriage Co

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS-

1

the

B&n.e

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

for-sor-

KILL the COUCH

you as to Quality. A
giade of goods.
i Otir repair shop la In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped wita
an Deccssary appliances ror doing tne highest grade of repairing, up-DOisttrmg, trimming ana painting, jting up, write or call.
fully

J

Auto. Phone

i

-

a

tj

n.

-

t

Mexico-Arizon-

Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.

-

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling
moans of defectlT t
material or workman
ship will be made rood
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective
t.
time of serrlca. Thie.
to prlcea, you can't beat our on

9

New

R. H. E.

Chicago-Chic- ago

Philadelphia
Batteries Lundgmi
Dtifsgleby and IoMn.
At Pliishiim
Pittsburg

Can 'and let us show ycu Its
advantages.

J. D.

WILBUR

Phonac

NORTH THIRD STRKET.

DRAGOIE

.
Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

.

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
All Kinda of Fresh Meat.
800 North Broadway, corner of Wa
Ington avenue, AJbuqusrqu. N. at

3sr n

TCji

mW

The Ftsttie Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

ON

THE ORIENT ROAD.
Railroad men coming from the Orient camps in Mexico state that track
laying Is prorts-sinat a rapid rate
.
aid that llo kilometers from
coast,
east, ten
on the
past Kl Kuerte, have been
completed, and that freight tralim are
now running over ilils part of the road.
Vet "f Hocoyne, the track has been
laid for a distance of nearly loot
miles and west of Minica, as well as
on the loo kilonieteis e:ist of Chihua-hua. Con Tact a have been let and the'
work is now progressing on the
ond loo kill. meters east of Chihuahua.'

Located on the Bclen

Topo-lobampa-

kilo-meter- s

3?lea

i 31

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

iciles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe ey stem leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to Sen Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

j

'

I

si-c- -

Of

CHILD OF CONDUCTOR
BURNED TO DEATH.
J. F. .Mclingh, conductor on the Mex-

i's-rv(ii-

-

.

I;,

vez-'.-

'" rective llii'

watt-r,-

,

v. hl.--

10

builnen

and

reiidsoc

k.ii, site 25x142 feet, laid out with tro.d
al club: a population of 1.500 l:.abitntg;
larcAt ibipp.tg point for weal, four,

f iHMO; ehurche. Comuterc

iujj,

ican Central between Kl Paso and Chihuahua after Htteiulini; the funerii ."
from!
baby, who died
his 2 year-wli- l
burns sustained while playing withj
oil a? Grand Junction, Colo., where his
wil'e was living.
The girl anil little'
brother found the oil can during the'
absence of the mother and a lighted'
match was drupped iui.i the oil. TVboy was also seriously burned,
but
W'H recover.
OALLINAS TANK LARGEST
ON THE SOUTHWESTERN.
t lie lurgext
The ("il.iillils
ir tn.- El I'aso ' S.niiiiwi'isit rn syt
u ii having; h raiaily of 3'ni.iniii,oxi
KiiiUnis has Just been cuniulfti-and

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Bclen Towasite

j

all.
T

11

etc.

Belen U

tt

tXPRESS.

LIMITED

wti.

WAIL ANP KWEIOHT TRAINS

cd
!ra-- t

80

QW

bib,

atreeta, with alleya 20 feet wide, w'tb beautiful lake and public para and grand old ahad tree; pnbll aehool hoaa.
mercantile eatablltbmenta In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roiltr mill, capacity. 150 barrel dally; large winery; Urea hot- -.
bean and hay lo Central New Mexico. Itt Importanc as a great commercial railroad city lath near futurt cannot he eatlmatM

70-fo-

THE 8ANTA

TE ROUTE

!e
cfrd re Id the retter ef tb !tT. well grded. (many ot them improTed by cultivation)
tx wcoa yard, drut nor, tirrm nop. ate., etc Also a Brtt-c- :
odern hotel

;

W,LL
no

tcd

GO CVEB

or griTti

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. g A8T AND WggT NORTH ANQ
We need

flrM-c'a-

takery.

Ul'.or

bop.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU W16H TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

a

S

v

JOHN BECKER,

ho

hoa,

SViU'W'

OUTH.

Jeweler, glumblag ahog.

3

L

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
President.
WE M. BERGER,

cuAn

t

Secretary

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGF EIGHT.

LOCAL.

MILLINERY

AJSTD

I

PRICES:
ALL HATS

BUY OUR SHOES AND

Get Your Money's Worth

RKtHT TO EXPIOCT AND GET WHAT YOU
WHEN THE
WE DO THE. SAME.
AVANi AND PAY FOIL
SOLES OR LININGS rN OUR SHOE3 DO NOT COME I'P
YOU HAVE

;

A

t'P-PER-

WE SEND THEM
SPECIFICATIONS AND BTANDARD.
YOU HAVE THE SAME PRIVILEGE. YOU ARE IN A PO-

TO OUR
BACK.

THE BEST VALUES FOR YOUK MONEY,
THAT IS WHAT WE GUARANTEE YOU IN Ol R SHOES.

SITION TO DEMAND
ANL

MEN'S
:

HIGH SHOES

$4.00.

S1-8-

$4.00.;

16S

MEN'S LOW SHOES

SHOES

WOMEN'S

HIGH

WOMEN'S

LOW SHOES

$1-5-

$4.00.

S1-5-

$3.50.

190.

They Always Make a Big Hi
Our Green Tag Sales are always successful

FROM

DATE-MONTHE
MORNING. JULY 16, AT
No. 210 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

DON'T

14.

--

$10 UP TO
'
DAY ANO WEATHER.
$18
$6.00
$4.00
HATS FROM $ TO $10
AND ALL OTHER HATS AT PRO
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday,
with local thunder showers; cooler PORTIONATELY REDUCED PRICES

weather.

JULY

SALE

MORNMONDAY
COMMENCING
ING, JULY 1, MADAM STEWARD-LAMOFFERS ALL HATS IN HER
STOCK
THE FOLLOWING
AT

PERSONAL

SATURDAY,

FORGET

DAY

Mrs. Fred Lew In, who was viMtlng
friend In Colorado, bus returned to
Dr. W. T. Joyner, one of Ros well's
the city.
prominent physicians, accompanied by
.t. H. McCutlfcen.
of the Indus- his daughter, Miss vrertiude Joyner.
trial Advertiser, wan i. passenger from and Mrs. L. R. Kenny, arrived in the
the south this morn.ng.
city iant evening, frcm the Pecos ValCharles Jones, the saloonlnt at ley City, and spent the day here.
Thoreau, l.s In the city coming In
The matrons' elocutionary contest
tri.n' the went last night.
be held at the
Avenue M. E.
ill
C, J. Voke, an Elk from EI Puso.
on Tuesday evening. The suchurch
tame in from the south this morning perintendent of the contest work for
and proceeded on to Denver.
the W. C. T. U. Is Miss Eva Bowers,
Mrs. A. B. McOaffey and children, who has drilled several classes most
who were at Los Angeles the past few successfully. No admission charges at
months, have returned to the city.
the contest on Tuesday evening, and
Judge A. A. Freeman was here a a large attendance will no d:u!t greet
short time law nigm, en route from the first matrons' contest.
Santa Fe to his home at Carlslad.
REDUCTION SALE
Mr. and Mrs. Jake levy of North
Fifth street, are entertaining Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Bryan of Leadville, Olo.,
Having purchased the stock of the
parents of Mrs. Levy.
Gilbert Millinery company. I will sell
Paul Kemipenioh of Peralta, drove all hatsv pattern, trimmed, untrimmed,
up to' the city yesterday afternoon. etc., at cost and below cost, to reduce
Ltlngliig back home Miss Elsie
stock. Trimmings and all stock cc
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. cost. Many bargains offered.
Keinnenich.
GILBERT MILLINERY CO..
LAURA M. LUTZ, Proprietress.
R. P. Hall of the Allniquerque Foundry and Machine works, who was on
"ESCAPED FROM SING SING."
a visit to his wife and daughter at
CONTEST,
Hollywood. Cul., returned to the city AND SAUSAGE-EATINCASINO TONIGHT.
this morning.
R. E Twltchell, the asuUiant counRAINBOW SOCIAL.
selor for the Santa Fe railroad In
The Ei worth League of the HighNew Mexico, was here lasc night on
legal matters. He returned north this land Metnodist church lav.ie all the
people to come to the end of the rain-Ikw- ,
morning.
at 1301 West Mountain road, on
Mr. and MrsJusto Armljo are so
Joiirning Rr a couple of weeks at. the Tuesday evening. July 17. and receive
,lnien hot springs, and have rooms at reward.
the Stone hotel'. Mr. Armljo Is the.
H. E. Kinney, piano tuner from Chicollector and treasurer of Bfcrnalillo
cago, arrived on No. 1 last evening
county.
and is around calling on his regular
Charles O'Conov Roberts. Jr.. who customers.
He is located at 524 North
has been here the past week or ten Second street.
days visiting his mother and other
n
relatives, will leuve tonight for Colo TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!"
He will be in Denver during
rado.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
the Elks' convention.
ELEPHANT.
o
Hon. W. H.H. Llewellyn, the United
AT THE CASINO TONIGHT, SAU
States ;attorney who represented the
CONTEST FOR BOYS.
government in the rebate cases heard
before (Chief Justice Mills at l as CASH PRIZES. o
Vegas, passed th'roueh the cltv to Las
FOOD
INTERNATIONL STOCK
Cruoes, his home, li st night.
GIVES GREATER SPEED AND EN
I. O. Miller, a member of the faculty DURANCE.
THREE FEEDS F"R
of the Agricultural college, Mesilla ONE
CENT. 25C. 50C, AND 5100
Pitjrk, was a northbound passenger for
E. W. FEE. 602- PER PACKAGE.
Denver this morning. He will spend' 604
S.
SUCCESSOR TO
FIRST.
his vacation visiting the principal re- CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.
sorts of the Centennial state.
J. V. Key, the chief engineer. In
ORDERS TAKEN FOR FANCY
AND
SEWING.
PLAIN
WORK
large of work on the Belen-RlKuereo cut-efcame in from the south STAMPING DONE AT MRS. WILon a freight yeslerolay afternoon, and SON'S, 224 WEST GOLD.
remained in the city during the nlglit.
IT IS LIKE COINING MONEY TO
He returned south this morning.
BIGTRADE AT KEMPENICK'S.
Robert Martin, a well known gen GEST SALE IN CITY, JULY 14 TO
,
eral merchant of Cuchillo, Sierra coun-- 21.
ty, is in the city, coming In from En-- '
gle this morning.
Goln? to the- mountains Sunday? We
Mr. Martin say3
his sec'tion of the territory was bene wilk loan you a foldinz pocket kolak
fited greatly by a fine rain the other Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
evening.
TAKIN- GFOR "the
YOURS
W. H. Clark, the hotel keener of
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
Holbrook, Ariz, came in from the FREE
EPH ANT.
west last night and left this morning
o
on the No. 2 for Denver, where he PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
will join with tho ElSs In makmg tne
All k'nds of work ihine promptly
convention of next week the biggest
Contracts taken.
and satisfactorily.
ever held.
Mr. and Mrs. VV. H. Bush of Sey Leave orders at 714 West Tljeras aveW. F. WARDWELL.
mour. Ind., left last night for eoutn-er- nue.
o
California, stopping over a day
REMNANTS OF ALL KINDS OF
at the Grand Canyon.. They had been DRESS GOODS WORTH UP TO 25
t Silver City, the guests of Fred A.
A YARD.
YOUR CHOICE
Bush, of the Enterprise, a brcther of CENTS
NOW 2' i. CENTS A YARD.
KE"
Mr. Bush.
PENICH.
n
Jack Johnson, the
horse
trainer, who flourished in this city a
FOR RALE.
few years ago. returned to the city
Big bargain
homer,w th
last night and will remain here In the ath. Inquire of H. S. Knight.
future. It Is understood that he will
1,000 PAIRS OF MENS, LADiES
have charge of several horses at the
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES AT LE33
races during the territorial fair.
FIFTY CENTS ON THE
Joe Badaracco called at The Even THAN
ing Citizen office this morning, and DOLLAR, JULY 14 TO 21. L. KEM
stated that he bad reopened his summer garden; everything
about the
HOF- MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
place bad been overhauled and the BRAU.
AT THE
ON DRAUGHT,
s
place was
in every particu- WHITE ELEPHANT.
lar. A restaurant and bowling alleys
are connected with the garden.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
Mrs.
H. Goff, wife of the. crip- WALTON'S DRUGo 8TORE.
pled
is. making
candy ' merchant,
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
strenuous efforts to locate her
tosh Hardware company's display
son, Eluicr, who disappeared window.
from lb. s city on March. 16 in como
pany with a young man known as
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Goff
get
De
Monday,
Frank
Is back Wednesday.
Bona. Later Mrs
and
heard of her boy in Monterey, Mex- Imperial Laundry Co.
ico, but before he could be located by
The plcnio baskets for sale at the
the police and returned tar his par
ents he disappeared and has not been Mcintosh Hardware company' store
heard from since. His mother and are indispensable for outing parties.
father are very much grieved) over his
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
continued absence.
Remember, Eureka U the only Hire
sold
here that will not pop, crack or
Poorly shaped stockings are almost blister
wail. Bee that it Is
as injurious to the feet as badly fit specifiedininthe
vour
contract
Buy
ting shoes.
the "Black; Cat," line
HAHN A CO.
wearlongest
and get the best fitting,
ing and nicest looking hosiery on the
See the picnic baskets in the Mcin
15 to GO cents for men tosh
market.
Hardware company's display
women and children at P. May's Shoe window.
avenue.
Store, 314 West Railroad'
TOO LATE FOR CLASSjnCATKW.
FOR RENT A tnree-rooiu- ,
furnished
furnished
house and a three-rootent, both in best location in the
Highlands. Inquire at tt
West
Gold avenue, or tl6 East Iron
Per Cent

and our present one more so than all others

Because It's Legitimate and Our Price Reductions Genuine
7-

-

OTJD

VESTS, WORTH UP

Id Each, placed

this

in

nrier

at.

TO1 $2.00
....

PAIRS OF SHOES, WORTH FROM
$3.50 to $4.00 per pair, at

Cf

.

This Is one of the richest bargains of this sale.
You might need an extra vest. Here .Is your
chance. We have over a hundred of them lef
over from sujts, which we w ill sell at. 5Dc each!
Some are out of $20 suits, worth $3, but we
have no further use for them.. Take 'em at50
How about a nice fancy vest? We have a full
assortment and have about cut the price In two.
The little green tag does the business.
All $3. So Fancy Vests, now
OO'
SI IM)All $4. So Fancy Vests, now,

f)
dlt)

m.T

Here Is a chance to get a good pair of shoes,
cheapi We have about 250 pairs of odd shoes.
They represent dress as well as working shoes'
and are a big bargain. Good make; all sizes,
worth up to $4 50. We will put them out at per

Plr

'

52 75

As a Special Inducement to Increase our shoe
trade, we offer free, 2a cents worth of hosiery
with every pair of Douglas shoes sold during-thisale.

Boys t Department
up
$2.90
at

Here are two
ers for you from the
eye-ope- n-

Any Boy's Suit in the store, aged 3 to
years, value up to $6, Green Tagged?
at

Any pair of Boys' Pants, sizes 3 to 1d
years, value
to $L23. now Greerr

15

Lg-Tagge-

TeJW

Kern-penlc-

$2.25.

85

CHILDREN'S SHOES

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at T. F. Trotter'
grocery store, are sure to briog the
right flaw to all dtabet toto which
they enter. This Is bectus we al- ways procure the heat manufactured.
We Dud out drat what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
Whep

F. F. TROTTER
Not, 118 and

South Second street.

120

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Any.

pair of Boys' Corduroy

Kant, worth

n' White

1.0i

more
successful

The
Green Tag

now

up

to

Plaited

$1.25.
,

$i.iii tine
Mercerized Shirts,
'

has

45?

Shirts,

proven

60
SI 25

a regular

Working Shirts, now
4Jk
Working Gloves, now
75!"
Site t'nlaundered White Shirts,
now
AND OTHERS TOO NUMEROUS TO
MENTION.
iZc

than

HI.imi

ever before

.

price
paralyzer

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

SAGE-EATIN-

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
"We invite your inspection.

Green Tag Specials

The
Green Tag
is

,
;

The Store for Style, Service and Saving

Fail Not to Attend Our New Clothing Store During Our

o

t,

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
8ECOND STREET.

SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

$100,00000

-

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Reduction Sale
BIG BARGAINS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

n

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

well-know-

five-roo-

it

first-clas-

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE;

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

mm

:

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

D la mo ads, Watohee, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clock
A SQUARE DEAL.
four trad and

OH Per Cent
,U Discount

THE

Silverware,

We lorn

ECONOMICAL BUYERS

II

Discount

rtttitttif tttttti
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

Of Men's and Boys' Clothing Are Benefited
BY THE- -

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Now in Progress at

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Whitney Company
i imijummiii

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.
over Mandell'a on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m.. 1:30
to 6 p. ni. Auto pnone zua.
Dr. 'Williams has practiced his pro
fesslon In las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.
Office

TICKETS
ANO

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAKBEO

AitoclMtloa Otflo
Trmatmttltnt

Guarantied

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

R. R, Ave.

inn

ill i iii

i iagnmaw.mw jBara

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. BirdseU Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
113, 115,

it 7 Sooth

401, 403 North First Street

First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
)00aXeX0000 O00

00O0OOO4KOe

MclNTOSH HARDWARE! COMPANY
Successors to

E. J. POST & COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

IIIlTtltlTVtlftTI

R,R.
3

CKOOC"00OCC"

o0X)eXOOfX)OOOeDO

CrzLK

JLp

See Display
in

;

OurWindow

-

t0tJf
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215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

3

NEW MEXICO

